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Inkululeko means Freedom
The New African was banned in South Africa in June 1965. From July The
New African, therefore, was not sent to subscribers in South Africa: its place
was immediately taken by a successor, rnkululeko, which has continued, month
by month, to reach a few hundred remaining free minds in that intellectual
and spiritual prison house. .

But only a few hundred. It seemed essential that the former distributors
of The Ne11J African, many of them small men handling only a few dozen
in African locations or on university campuses, should not be further imperilled
by receiving Inkululeko. There are many more ways of falling foul of the
police C" the law" is too honourable a term) by distributing a periodical than
by receiving or owning it, and censorship edicts are, like so many oppressive
measures in South Africa, constantly used to destroy by prison, banning, house
arrest, or loss of livelihood, a helpless victim suspected of opposition to the
State by distributing a magazine like Inkululeko. So accounts with these agents
- some had been selling The New African for three and a half years - were
closed and only the subscribers were left. How do we extend the sale of
Inkululeko in South Africa? How do we find more subscribers? Advertising
is uneconomic and hazardous to the survival of Inkululeko, either in the press
or by direct mail. Freedom (and inkululeko, in the Xhosa language, means
just that) has fallen back so far in South Africa that most are deterred from
jeopardising what liberties they have by writing to order the magazine and
risking interception in the post.

In'kululeko must be sent to those South Africans who need, as it v/ere, a
short-wave radio to the thinking and action of Africa and its friends, to keep
abreast of the thought and life and art of the great continent whose fellowship
is forbidden to them. The contagious spreading of South African authoritar
ianism and racism as the years of total political suppression multiply - this
must be fought with the ideas Inkululeko can circulate once more. The terrible
desolation suffered by men and women as legally enacted" unpersons " or when
deserted by less resolute associates in the fact of police persecution - this
must be succoured with the message of brotherhood which Inkululeko could
convey to these forgotten thousands.

We are asking brothers and friends of fellow democrats in South Africa
to help us send them Inkululeko.

The New African, which is owned by a non-profit-making company,
Gransight Holdings Ltd., cannot bear the cost itself - cannot indeed much
longer go on printing and publishing Inkululeko for so few South African
subscribers.

IN THIS ISSUE you will find an order fonn for Inkululeko. Perhaps you will
agree with what has been said sufficiently to fill it in and return it with money
enough to pay for sending monthly issues of Inkululeko to South Africans
chosen either by you or by us. If you leave it to us, we will send it to banned,
house arrested or otherwise restricted men or women, whose names and
addresses will be sent to you. Try and send enough for three or more, but
don't hesitate to subscribe for one, even if only for six months. The copy
supplied can carry your name and address or not as you prefer - in any
event each donated copy will be so stamped, to try and prevent victimisation
of the recipient. A check will also be made that it reaches its destination.

There is not much we outside South Africa can do in a direct, personal
way for those inside who want our support. A breath of the life of free Africa
is something all can give. Inkululeko is designed to convey it. e
Cover photo: Presidents Nkrumah of Ghana and Boumedienne of Algeria,
O.A.U. Summit, Accra 1965.
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IN THE SUDAN two widely differing African
cultures - the Arab and the African
share the country (the latter in Equatoria,
Upper Nile and Bahr el Ghazal Provinces).
If harmony could be established in these
conditions it could be truly said that Pan
Africanism had validity and substance, that
African unity had passed its hardest test.
Elsewhere in Africa the vast tracts of the
Sahara Desert prevent anything more effec
tive than the telegraph being used as a
form of communication between Arab and
African.

But, as the recent series of reports in
London's Daily Mail show, armed anarchy
exists in the area. T his is the most polite
expression that can be used for a situation
where armed garrisons are :the only form of
administration, where no organised agricul
ture exists, where no outsiders can enter,
from which 100,000 refugees have fled and
which, the Daily Mail has estimated, ntay
have cost as many as one million lives.

To make any sense of the fighting, it is
necessary to study the detailed cases of the
Sudanese government and the Southerners
as presented in Fourteen documents on the
Problem of the Southern Sudan, compiled
by 'the government in late 1965, and The
Problem of the Southern Sudan, a Mem
orandum submitted by the Sudan African
Liberation Front to the 3rd Summil Con
ference of the OAU at Ghana, 21st October
1965, drawn up by SALF.

GOVERNMENT CASE

THE GOVERNMENT CASE IS THAT the prob
lem is an inheritance from the British
colonial government. From 1899 until
1947, it is claimed, the British government
deliberately tried to remove Arab influence
from the South. This even went so far
as to forbid the use of Arab names and

· an effort to exclude Arab traders. Then, in
1947, this policy was reversed, so that
when the Sudan became independent in
1956, the work of national reconstruction
was only partially done. The Sudanese
Prime Minister gave his verdict on the suc
cess of this policy at the Khartoum Round
Table Conference in March 1965: "But
the efforts which the Imperialists had made
during half a century for the total destrllc-

tion of all human, economic and political
links between the North and the South had
in the meantime poisoned the minds of
many and left deep and unhealthy impres
sions which are still with us today and
which will no doubt take many years to get
rid of." Now the Sudanese government
claims that it is carrying out a large pro
gramme of "Southernisation" (which
would seem to be perpetuating their inter
pretation of the British policy) and it is
hoped that past excesses of bad feeling be
tween the North and the South will end.

WAR OF GENOCIDE

THIS SEEMS ADMIRABLE ENOUGH, but the
dissident Southerners, represented by the
Azania Liberation Front say that the im
plementation of the policy has been twisted
into a war of genocide. The Southerners
give a catalogue of alleged atrocities start
ing from 1955 and ending with the Juba
and Wau massacres of July last year. The
hapless British also catch it from this direc
tion: "It is quite evident that the so-called
unity between the Southern and Northern
Sudan is nothing more than a reflection of
ill-will of the British in sacrificing the four
million Southerners for their interests in
Egypt and the rest of the Arab world.
And the conclusion of the exiles is that the
Sudan must be split, and the two halves
must then try and start afresh as separate
states within the spirit of co-operation of
the OAU.

Certainly both antagonists agree that
there is a Southern problem, and equally
there are the usual three observations that
an outsider can make of the difficulties in
finding a solution. The first observation
that it is very difficult geographically to
create a unified state in the Sudan 
should not deter the more dedicated union
ists, but when this is combined with the
racial problem and the religious one, then
it becomes more clear that the Sudan has
a rough ride ahead of it.

The religious complication is that the
Sudan is a Moslem country and a member
of the Arab League. This would not be
insuperable if it were not that the active
work of missionaries in the South has pro
duced many Southern Christians. South-

erners point to the expulsion of the mission
aries from the South and say that this is
proof that the government intends to impose
an alien religion upon them, while the
government alleges that the missionaries
were interfering with the country's internal
affairs. But certainly it is difficult to see
tribes like the Dinka as an integral part of
the Arab League.

SUPPORT FOR KHARTOUM

What are other countries doing to help
solve the problerrz, particularly those in
Africa? The answer is that they are giving
their full support to the Khartoum govern
ment. The support is given in a series of
agreements that the Sudanese government
has concluded with its neighbours not to
interfere in each others' internal affairs.
This approach has been successful as oppo
sitions to the governments of Chad, Ethio
pia, and the Congo have used the Sudan as
a base for their training operations. Now
the Sudanese government has stopped all
such activity in return for non-interference
in its solution of the Southern problem.

It has been more difficult in this respect
to swing the Ugandan government to the
side of Khartoum, as so many of the refu
gees are in Uganda, some of them being in
official United Nations camps. Also tribes
such as the Lituka span the Uganda/Sudan
border. But only last month, Uganda's
Minister of Defence, Mr. Felix Onama
(who comes from the Sudan border), made
a statement in Khartoum that he was call
ing on all leading and educated Southern
Sudanese to return to the country to reach
a final settlement of their problem with the
present government. He added that the
Security Committee of East Africa had
agreed not to allow Southern leaders to
carry out any hostile act against their
country from its members' territory.

The diplomatic offensive has been accom
panied by a determination by Khartoum to
have elections in the South. These are
scheduled for April, by which time many of
the schools should have re-opened. Perhaps
by then enough rifles will also have been
put away to satisfy Southerners that it is
time to try again. e
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Arcadia-
or the Modern
World

In the studios of the
Transcription Centre, London,
Lewis Nkosi discussed his book
HOME AND EXILE (Longmans)
with Jeannette Macaulay,
Sierra Leonian post-graduate
student of African literaturei
and John Nagenda, Ugandan
writer, with Dennis Duerden of
the Transcription Centre
in the chair.

Will Africa resolve the
contradiction between humane
African values and the quest
for power in the world?

DUERDEN:

Lewis, on Page 94 of your book you write: "Before Africans
can make a contribution to World Civilisation, it seems to me
axiomatic that they must achieve self-confidence and self-respect
and that this confidence can only be achieved through economic
and political power." Now it seems to me that there is a conflict
in the book - a conflict between the writer who wants to affirm
an African set of moral values and the African leader who is
striving to make Africa politically and economically powerful,
and comparable to the other powerful blocs in the world.
NKOSI:

I think what I am insisting upon is self-knowledge. I don't
think that it is possible for anybody to grow up and be a universal
being without having known something about himself, and how he
is situated in his own particular heritage, and traditional ex
perience. When he has done this, then he is in a better position
'to select those values which seem to be relevant to the way he can
order his own life. But I don't think it's possible (to a very great
extent) to do this until the African States have acquired enough
power not to be intimidated by the complex experiences of the
European races that have colonised and subjugated them. But I
consider African literature as the arm of the African revolution;
I think the two go together. This is why I insist that the African
writers, at least, should be aware of the colonial heritage and how
it affects their position in the world.
NAGENDA:

Now, if I can make a very tentative suggestion, it is that, if we
concentrate on economic power before we have gone back and
found out what we really are, we run the risk of forgetting about
our past. I suggest that Africa should realize that it has a long
way to catch up economically with the West, but economics
shouldn't be a priority. Our priorities should be to re-establish
our own African positions. After we are quite sure about that and
can't be confused, we then can pick up the race for economic
power.
MACAULAY:

I think John is working on a fallacy \vhich is that you can
concentrate on one thing and neglect the other. I am sure that
an African Government has to do its utmost to catch up in the
economic race, and get financial independence. It's essential. But
I think it can at the same time develop a cultural independence.
The two go together and they are interdependent.
NKOSI:

I think that there is an inherent contradiction between one's
dedication to certain humane African values, and a dedication to
the acquisition of power. As one understands the history of modern
European technology, one of the basic factors of that development
lay in the puritanical ethic, which insisted on the value of work.
Now, on the other hand, Africa wasn't a technological continent,
and our values were quite different. We worked when we were
hungry; we went hunting and so forth. So we don't feel this guilt
about, for example, not going to work if we're satisfied every
body's having plenty, not to the extent for instance that my wife
- who is English - feels guilty about not going to school if she's
slightly sick. Now this seems to me to be an inherent contradic-

tion. Because if you're going to acquire power, and achieve this
economic status, sooner or later you're going to have to tell the
Africans that it's good to work simply because work is g.o?d.
Otherwise you're not going to be able to push them to a pOSItIon
where they're going to be able to work hard enough in order to
save.
MACAULAY:

I don't think that there is a contradiction. This business of
technological development is coming. Whether we like it or not,
people are going to have to work harder.
DUERDEN:

In fact this contradiction comes out strongly in Lewis's book.
In talking about South Africa he says "In no time we learned
what we had not suspected. That many white South Africans,
despite their wealth and privilege, envied us the Township for
what they supposed to be its vivid colour, its extravagant if
precarious life. We on the other hand had envied them the White
suburb for what we considered its discipline and control, its sense
of orderliness and thrift." And he goes on to say: "Passion and
craft, instinct for life, and passion for technology, Europe and
Africa; how these things would have found a perfect wedding in
South Africa." So obviously this idea of an antimony of opposites
is very central to Lewis's thinking. Now what I would like to
ask is how Lewis thinks this sort of puritanical tradition became
a part of the European? It seems to me that it has in fact only
become part of the European tradition during the last three or
four hundred years. Professor Gellner, in a recent book has
written that two or three hundred years ago Europe was a vast
concentration camp; that only a very few people in Europe were
able to count on survival from day to day, and that the greater
number of us were very lucky if we found enough food to eat, if
we were not killed in some violent way. And in fact it is only
during the last 50 years or so that Europeans have had any sort of
sense of security at all. And I think that the reason why Euro
peans feel so guilty about work is, like a poor man, who has once
been terribly poor and is now rich, he's always frightened that he
might be poor again. This technological revolution has taken
place very recently and in the memories of all of us has left a
memory of what it was like to be poor and insecure and to live
from day to day.
NKOSI:

Well, I tend to question that postulate. For one thing I think
that most sociologists who have written on work, and have
enquired into this phenomenon of European puritanism and its
association with the industrial revolution agree that it begins to be
a factor during the industrial revolution, which is relatively late
in European history. But I think that the central point that they
make is that it has become institutionalised so that you do not
even think about whether you're going to be hungry tomorrow.
What you do feel - and this is due partly to the Christian religion
and the values of the Christian faith - what you do feel is that
sloth is bad in itself and that to work purifies the soul.
DUERDEN:

May it not be that it will have to become institutionalised in
Africa? It may be that before Africa reaches this technological
stage, it will have to have its own puritans.



NKOSI:
Well this is exactly what I suggested in the book without saying

whether I approved of it or not. I was saying that in Senghor,
for instance, there is obviously a kind of split and precisely what
we are talking about is at work there. That in order to industria
lise very quickly, he has to tell the people that they have got to
work and that work is good and so forth. In fact he's got to make
them puritan - he's got to teach them the values of thrift. And
at the same time, in his creative moments, when he's being the
poet (and lets not forget that the poet in fact, in European culture,
has always been against this kind of drive for power and acquisi
tive values) he is also making a critique of the very values that he
is trying to inculcate in his people. And I see a contradiction
there, I must admit. It seems to me that the value of the poet is
to question the acquisition of power. Even if survival depends
upon it.
DUERDEN:

The terrifying thing is that Africa is perhaps only a terribly
small part of the world's history. I think that what one feels is
that we're all being dragged along in the wake of some jugger
naut. In a sense the European intellectual identifies himself with
the African and with this sort of feeling that there was a time
when it was possible for everybody to sit still and contemplate.
This I think is the dilemma.
NKOSI:

Not only that, Dennis. I think that the most advanced countries
- that is, industrially advanced countries in the West - are
beginning to doubt the ultimate values of a number of institutions
by which they live, especially in America. There is obviously a
crisis there of people who seek not only to have money but to
enjoy money. And the question is, how to enjoy it. It seems that
during the rat-race to get at the goods that they have been trying
to get at, something was lost along the line. And now there is a
sort of turning inward - an effort to find out what can be
salvaged from this hulk that is called the modem man. This is
precisely the reason why a number of them are turning towards
the so-called primitive people and trying to assess the value of
their institutions and finding out what they could be taught by
these people. But again, there is a sort of possibility that the
European people have now described a complete circle, because
they're now getting to a stage where they don't have to work
again. And this is the moment when they'll have to deal with
their personalities in a kind of vacuum. They won't have props
like going to work from 9 till 5. They'll have to do something
about life, they'll have to define what their existence is about.
The problem with Africa is whether we can keep what we have
without going through the same.
MACAULAY:

People have criticised Senghor about this, when he talks about
the African feeling for, and almost unity with, the cosmos and
phenomena that in European life have been explained by science,
and thus have no more meaning. I think that that's what the
Af~can has - the African sees a meaning in every little thing.
It IS that poetic experience that is part of our everyday lives we've
got to keep in spite of technological advance, and I think we will
keep it because it's so much a part of our tradition, that no amount
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of industrialisation will uproot it. It's life-force, it's not anything
being imposed from outside.
DUERDEN:

It does seem to me that in some ways, you're simply playing
along with the European myth of Mrica - that European idea
of an. African who represents the "before time," the time when
everybody was able to have this imaginative response to the world
- a sort of lost Arcadia, in which everyone was able to have an
imaginative response to the world. I would like someone to prove
to me that the African is, in fact, different from the Rumanian
peasant, or the Bulgarian peasant or the Greek peasant.
NKOSI:

Let's not get bogged down in this question of race. I think
that one's reaction to, say, geography - to the elements and
so forth - can shape the way he adapts to that particular area of
the world. This does not, in any sense, mean that he doesn't
bleed exactly the same way as a European. But I think what is
important is that he develops certain institutions, which make the
development of that people very continuous in a certain direction.
For example, when we say that an African's attitude to sex is
different to a European's, we're not in any way talking, as many
people seem to think, of biological performance - that the
African has a better biological performance than the European,
although the attitudes may affect the biological performance.
What we are saying is that an African, for instance, might be
freer in his expression of sex, and that this might be a happier
attitude than a European one.
DUERDEN:

But you're still, it seems to me, producing the Arcadia of the
18th Century poet. But you can't claim Arcadia is a specifically
African experience. Anyone who is trying to obtain political and
economic power is bound to lose his Arcadia. I don't see any way
out of this.
NAGENDA:

There seems to me a really desperate point at stake here. And
this is that whether we like it or not, unless something is done
about it, today's Mrica is moving along the same path. And
that unless we do something about it, we are going to lose what
we have - we are going to get to where America has got, if one
wants industrial and technological progress, and we are going
to rue the day we even started out on this road. e

new titles in the
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CHlNUA ACHEBE

Arrow of God
Chinua Achebe's third novel, recently awarded the Jock
Campbell award. A major work of mode~ lite~ture,

showing through the fate of one man and hIS fanuly the
effects of colonisation on a settled community. 6s 6d
T. M. ALUKO

One Man, One Matchet
'... an enchanting story of a cocoa community in W.
Nigeria where the country's shift from colony to inde
pendent nation is acted out in tenns of serious if farcical
conflict between a "black whiteman" District Officer, and
Benjamin Benjamin-joumalist and politician.'-TLS
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To find the
unknown
past

FOR ALL HISTORIANS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
the period from 1795 to 1805 represents an
important turning point in the hisory of the
subcontinent. The alliance of chiefdoms for
med by Dingiswayo around this time grew
later under Shaka into the Zulu kingdom.
Its creation and expansion duly led to the
Mfecane and the dispersal of Nguni state
builders such as Mzilikazi, Soshangane and
Zwangendaba, affecting almost every Afri
can community on the subcontinent. Mean
while the British occupied the Cape Colony
for the first time, in an initial manifesta
tion of the "imperial presence" that was
to lead before long to the Trek and even
tually to the consolidation of white suprem
acy over the whole of southern Africa.

For those historians of southern Africa
anxious to overturn traditional white his
toriography, the date 1800 is of importance
too, for it divided two time periods with
different methodological problems. After
that date, and before 1859, literate persons
had at least visited, and often begun to
live in or near, almost every community
south of the Limpopo. In their books, letters
and journals can be found ethnographic
notes and historical jottings which make it
possible to sketch the broad outlines of the
history back into the latter part of the
eighteenth century, the limit of eye-witness
accounts by their informants. Critical ex
amination of the records of these inform
ants, combined with the oral tradition of
the communities, can compensate for their
European ethno-centrism to give a fuller
and more accurate picture.

In fact after 1800, and even more for
the time since 1850, there are no intrinsic
difficulties facing even the most staid docu
mentary historian in giving a more balanced
account of southern African history. That
non-whites have until now entered into
the history of the subcontinent as a "prob
lem" of the dimensions of the weather, or
of those mountains over which intrepid
Voortrekkers were continually hauling their
dismantled wagons, is a result of racism
and wilful neglect rather than methodology.
Fortunately a school of southern African

M ART 1NL E GAS SIC K is a former
Rhodes Scholar and a South African
exile now working for a Ph.D. in African
history at the University of California,
Los Angeles.

MARTIN
LEGASSICK

historians is emerging who view African
societies as active entities, and who have
discarded as sterile the debate as to whether
the "native problem" has been well or
badly solved and whether the missionaries
or the settlers were the bad guys.

Before 1800 the picture is different. If
we accept, for convenience, the boundary
between prehistory and history as occurring
at the start of the Iron Age (following the
Journal of African History), then" history "
south of the Limpopo began at some time
between the fourth and eleventh centuries.
The first of these dates is the earliest
existing for the Rhodesian Iron Age, and
the second is a radio-carbon dating (the
earliest at present) for iron smelting furn
aces in the Witwatersrand area. Generally,
the Iron Age is associated with the arrival
of Bantu-speaking peoples, though the
presence of skeletons more akin to Khoi
Khoi at Mapungubwe shows that this was
always so: diffusion could have advanced
iron-working faster than migration, and the
intermarriage of migrants with indigenous
inhabitants is likely.

It is not necessary in this review to
explode once more the hoary white suprem
acist myth about the "Bantu" streaming
in across the Limpopo as Van Riebeeck
was planting his flag in Table Bay. But the
existing evidence suggests that the iron
workers, probably Bantu-speaking, were
south of the Limpopo even earlier than
Monica Wilson's 1959 African Studies
article postulates. Gervase Mathew the
archaeologist has, for example, found on
river estuaries on the Pondoland coast frag
ments of Chinese porcelain, dating from
pre-1600 times. Some of them, at least,
are not from shipwrecks, and suggest trade
with advanced Iron Age communities. In
Basutoland and at Winburg pottery dated
between AD330 and AD1450, has been
found with similarities to Zimbabwe pot
tery.

But these, and others that could be
cited, are isolated scraps of evidence. What
is more impqrtant is the need for historians
to sift and integrate what specialists in
other fields have already discovered, and
to stimulate research into what remains to
be explored. To elucidate the history of
southern Africa in the 800-1500 years be
fore 1800 will require the full-scale appli
cation of all the techniques that historians

What happened in southern
Africa's unknown Iron Age-
in the 1,000 years up to 1800?
If the gap is to be closed a
new spirit of research and new
techniques are essential.

of the remainder of the continent are using.
Among these can be listed:

1. ARCHAEOLOGY. Besides the famous
sites such as Mapungubwe, much of the
High Veld (in the Transvaal and parts
of the Orange Free State) and Bechuana
land abounds with ancient stone dwellings,
stone byres and walls, as well as mine
workings of various kinds. Some attention
has been devoted to these, but even so
R. Mason, in his 1962 Prehistory of the
Transvaal could write "The wide extent
of Iron Age settlement demands a scale
of research at present beyond our capacity.
Only one area has been examined on the
necessary regional basis, but here our limited
resources also proved unequal to the wealth
of remains." A similar story holds for the
O.F.S.-Basutoland sites (despite James
Walton) and for the few known Iron Age
sites east of the Drakensberg. Systematic
mapping followed by excavation of all such
sites is needed. Limited resources, whether
financial or of manpower, can be overcome
if the will prevails, and one can only sur
mise whether the concentration by archaelo
gists (as well as physical anthropologists)
on the Stone Age at the expense of the
Iron Age is the result of disinterest, racism,
or the wilful antagonism of the South Afri
can government.

2. PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Human
skeletal material, blood-group surveys and
other such techniques have shed substantial
though as yet tentative light on ethnic
derivations of peoples of the Rhodesian
Iron Age. Some study of the same sort
has been done for peoples further south,'
but here again the brilliant minds of south
ern African physical anthropology have con
centrated their efforts on the pre-Iron Age
period.

3. LINGUISTICS. Very little of the exten
sive research on the Bantu languages has
been historical. E. Westphal, in a July
1963 article in Africa, has given a seminal
review of the state of knowledge about
migrations of various southern African
groups based partially on non-linguistic
data. But his article, presenting conclusions



rather than the evidence for them, needs
to be revalued and further tested: there is
much unexploited linguistic material to use
for this purpose. He postulates for the
earliest Sotho groups an entry into the
present South Africa well before AD1600
- along an east coast route, surprisingly
enough, which pattern, as he points out,
does not accord with the linguistically
derived Sotho centre of dispersal, which
is in the Harts-Molopo watershed region.
Some Nguni also entered along this route,
and others across the mid-Limpopo. New
study, using linguistic evidence 'as it is
being used elsewhere in Mrica (by Green
berg for exa'mple) could give much infor
mation. on migration routes, relationships
of descent between groups, and trade con
tacts.

4. ORAL TRADITION. The detailed work
for ,the first three fields of discussion must
of necessity be done by 'specialists; his
torians can only take their results to in
corporate or reject. Most of the evidence
provided by these fields is, too, very general
in nature, dealing with groups defined
ethnically or linguistically or in terms of
cultural artefacts, rather than politically as
the historian would like. Generally the in
formation from these fields becomes pro
gressively more valuable as one moves back
in time, and generally it describes facts
about whole communities only. Oral tradi
tion is different. It can be ~ and has been
elsewhere in Africa - collected by histori
aI!s: It is concerned with political commu
rutles and often with conflicts within them,
and it is often more useful for more recent
periods. This is not primarily because
events more distant in time are more easily
forgotten - for Vansina has pointed out
that the reliability of oral tradition has more
to. do with the ways in which it is trans
tnltte? than with the antiquity of the events
descrIbed. Oral tradition is less useful in
dealing ,,:ith dis~ant events because they are
more easIly falsIfied for socio-political pur
poses. Furthenno~e, acculturation processes
In southern AfrIca are rapidly breaking
down the means of transmission. This means
that the most valuable task that historians
in South A~rica can .presently perform is
the systematIC collection of oral traditions
from every African society, and from every

relevant subgroup in that society. (For, as
examples elsewhere in Africa show, tradi
tions collected from the ruling dynasty alone
are liable, as we would expect, to be highly
biased). Some compilations have already
been made for southern Africa. Besides the
classic works of Ellenberger for the south
ern Sotho and Bryant for the northern
Nguni, there is a great deal of oral tradi
tion collected by amateur and professional
anthropologists. Isaac Schapera, and P.
Breutz in particular have recorded valuable
material on the Tswana in the Protectorate
and in the Republic. Ironically Breutz,
working for the Department of Bantu Ad
ministration and Development ethnographic
survey, is in complete conflict with official
South African historiography and indeed
with his employers' propaganda about their
forbears having come to settle an empty
land. For he has recorded Tswana genealo
gies and in some cases settlement areas south
of the Limpopo (and not even in the Pro
tectorate!) well back into the thirteenth cen
tury. Unfortunately much of this recorded
tradition fails to mention the names and
social status of African informants, and often
incorporates written evidence into the record
without documentation of this. Much will
have to be collected afresh, and will hope
fully benefit from books such as Jan
Vansina's Oral Tradition, recently translated
from the French [see The New African,
September 1965], which discusses both
the collection and the internal criticism
of the tradition.

THESE FOUR DISCIPLINES, and others more
esoteric that historians of Africa are using
- notably, perhaps, the history of climate
and physical environment, and the history
of food crops - will provide the basic
source material for southern African history
of the last thousand years. The evaluation
and interpretation of the evidence will be
difficult, and will require much more com
munication between specialists in the dis
ciplines than has hitherto taken place. One
major problem has already been mentioned:
the different units to which the different
source fields reiatee Archaelogists are reluc
tant to associate particular peoples with par
ticular "cultures"; linguists point out that
language can be transmitted by conquest, in
termarriage and absorption, and is not
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necessarily related to ethnic type. Neverthe
less, with imaginative scholarship and an
open mind, hypotheses can be put forward
based on the known and asking specific
questions of the unknown: the work of
D. P. Abraham on pre-colonial Rhodesia
provides an example.

Relating the evidence from different dis
ciplines is not the only problem. This would
indeed give a description of events and
processes, but chronology is a necesary in
sertion for the treatment of causality, the
central problem for the historian. Here
radio-carbon dating is of primary import
ance, especially where this can be related
through tradition to the settlement sites of
particular people (though place-names pro
vide a formidable problem). There are
other archaeological methods, and tentative
linguistic dating processes. Lists of rulers
and age-regiments, and genealogies, when
used critically and compared among differ
ent societies, are another device for scienti
fic dating. Nowhere in Africa but the East
African interior is the problem of chron
ology more difficult than south of the
Limpopo: until after 1800 there are no
exact doCumented dates, however inter
mittent (with the possible exception of
eclipses) to provide a base-line.

AT THIS STAGE it is almost presumptuous
to make suggestions about the ·pre-1800

. South African past. In the Sotho areas it
can be presumed there were political com
munities falling apart and regrouping,
moving from place to place, fighting and
trading. They built in stone and worked
iron, and probably, unlike the Ngun;
societies east of the Drakensberg which
may have been later arrivals, were based
more on a hunting-agriculture mixture than
on a herding-agriculture combination. Al
most certainly they had over their whole
existence strong connections with the states
between the Limpopo and the Zambezi,
and probably they traded with the Arabs and
later the Portuguese along the east coast.
What we cannot as yet determine is whether
processes of linear development can have
taken place in isolation (as opposed to trans
formation through conquest or after ex
ternal events) - processes such as growth
in size and stratification which are familiar
from elsewhere on the continent. Probably
they did.

While Dingiswayo was amalgamating
some chiefdoms, others seem to have been
growing in the High-Veld-Bechuanaland
area, among the Pedi and Ngwato for exam
ple. Perhaps we must search for the causes
of the rise of the Zulu - the point with
which this article began - in some factors
of internal structure or external relations
common to other southern African societies
at this time. As yet there is no satisfactory
explanation for the emergence of the Zulu
under Shaka although it is one of the most
important processes of post-1800 South
African history: this is one reason among
many for the study of the history of south
ern Africa before 1800. e
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For Serowe:
a capital city
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the same fate as Rhodesia. Was it not his- not have happened but for a feeling for co
tory to go to England and insist -that operation, for working together, among
Bechuanaland should be a protectorate? Go Batswana. All over Bechuanaland there are
back further - was it not history to resist co-operatives starting, not an alien growth
Mzilikazi? Was it not history to make but formalising something in people's
Christianity into som-ething acceptable? minds, something which has happened be-

There is the house where the young white cause of their economic circumstances.
man lived who was so properly flogged Bechuanaland has a history. It can be
in Kgotla for his misbehaviour, the case found, up to a point, in the dry records
which brought a regiment to Palapye Road, of the professional historians and anthropo
and would have meant war but for the wis- logists. But these can grow flesh on their
dom of Chief Tshekedi. Is that not 'history? old bones. The words to clothe them are

Or, if you like, is it not today's histQry in the thoughts and dreams of the old
when the young unemployed men a're people. The gesture that was made, the
brought together in a builders' brigade, to actual words that were spoken, are still

WHY DOES BESSIE HEAD [The New African, build, not in mud but in bricks? Who remembered and alive.
December 1965] think of Serowe as a little brought them together? Patrick van Rens- In a bad year men must leave their
village without history? S~rely this gives burg, whose conscience drove him out of country to go to work in the gold and
a wrong picture to all th~se who have a life of comfort and status in his native diamond mines. But they remember their
never seen the sweep and spread of Serowe. South Africa, to come with his Welsh wife own towns and speak of them. Mochudi,
It is called a village by the Government, as and found a school at Serowe. It was his- Kanye, Molepolole, Serowe, towns with
the capital of my own tribe, Mochudi, is tory to have two whites living in a rondavel, somewhere between twenty and thirty
called a village. But this is a piece of white teaching in a shed, the wife cooking and thousand people living in them, not just
supremacy nonsense. The much smaller washing - and teaching. That bit of his- villages to be swept out of existence, but
white towns along the railway .line are not tory has grown into a school whose pupils capitals with a history and a life of their
called villages. Nor, of course is the ne~" are likely to be the leaders of Bechuanaland. own: these are what they think of and
capital, Gaberones, although its actual popu- If, three years ago, anyone had said how long for.
lation is smaller than that of Serowe. wonderfully Swaneng Hill school would Such towns will grow. Water and elec-

In fact, Serowe is the capital of the grow and prosper, nobody would have tricity, industry, amusement, these will not
Bamangwato, and for those who are in- believed them. But history willed it. always be the prerogative of the whites.
terested in modem changes, it is full of Already most of the bigger tribal towns have
history. There is the monument to Khama secondary schools; this is the beginning -
Ill, but for whose action Bechuanaland LOOK AT THE CO-OPERATIVE store, based, as education and the enquiring mind. People
would have been snapped up by Rhodes and the first Rochdale Co-operative were, on will look round for their own history. And
his adventurers and would now be suffering meticulous honesty and good sense. It could they will find it. e

To the Editor

Home and Exile

SIR,-As anyone who must have carefully read
my book, Home and Exile, would have been
certain to note, I did not criticise Bloke
Modisane merely for exploiting his information
of the underground life of the South African
townships, as John Clare claims in his rather
patronising review of my book (The New
African, December 1965). It was the inade
quacy of method which I attacked. I quote:
"Yet without this power for so reordering ex
perience, and for so transmuting the given social
facts that we can detect an underlying moral
imagination at work, it is difficult to see why
we should give up the daily newspaper in favour
of creative fiction ..."

Needless to say I was distinguishing between
creative fiction and journalistic fact. My own
account of life in Johannesburg during the
'fifties, however incomplete, is fact not fiction.
I am at a loss to know why John Clare considers
me "diffident" in writing about it.

So the shebeen talk, "for all its passion, was
aimless"! The only necessary rejoinder here is
so what! Is there any aim in the Irish talk that
can be heard in Dublin pubs? Why does this

kind of patronising white reviewer, presumably
bleeding his heart out over the black man's suft
ering, always suppose that when the blacks talk
there must be some high purpose to it. He
cannot see the blacks as anything but ciphers
in a vast scheme of social uplift. Their talk
must be of politics and revolution perhaps,
never just talk to sustain an evening, to amuse,
and to recreate dramatic points in their lives.

Another small point: nowhere in my book is
there a celebration of a Harlem jazz singer,
though there is a fond portrait of a white Jewish
girl who sings at a Village nightclub. The error
is sm'all but indicative, Bwana Clare.

As for my book being premature I shall take
Mr. Clare's word for it. LEWIS NKOSI
9 Cross Keys Close~ London, W.!.

Revolutionary Youth

SIR,-Mr. Matthew Nkoana's article (The New
African, October 1965), has to my mind an
swered the questions being asked by the revolu
tionary youth of South Africa, who have been
waiting for a serious, bold, clear and correct
leadership. It attempts to clear the confusion
that has been dominating the liberatory move
ment in South Africa and outside, by raising a
platform for a thorough discussion and exchange
of ideas on the question of our struggle.

Its frankness and objectivity encourages the
honest revolutionary youth 'who for many years
have been stifled -and never allowed to develop
their revolutionary potential. Its boldness of
approach fits the calibre of the revolutionary
youth for so long a tool in the hands of old,
useless, obscurantist and reactionary leadership

which had always trembled at the slightest
radicalism, and who continually suppressed
action. It opens up a new chapter in the
struggle: a movement forward by the revolu
tionary youth whose role in other underdevel..
oped areas of the world is well known, in the
struggle for national emancipation.

The revolutionary youth has long been in a
state of inertia for lack of a theoretically clear
leadership which itself depended on South
Africa's minority groups for guidance. Its in
tellectual dimensions encourage the Mrican
revolutionary intellectual youth who for many
years had been sceptical about the theoretical
ability of its leadership.

Yes, if we were fooled yesterday, we can no
longer be fooled to-day, for the politics of the
day is clear-cut - the politics of revolutionary
practical action. Theory whilst it is necessary
or even essential cannot do without being blen
ded with revolutionary practical action. The
present phase of struggle therefore calls for the
ability to master and combine the two - theory
and practice. Armchair-leadership from Accra,
Oar es Salaam, London, Washington, Moscow,
Peking, can no longer work, and this our leader
ship must be careful about, for to-day is not
yesterday. For morale, courage, inspiration,
correct guidance :and sustenance of cur revolu
tionary struggle we need our leadership right in
the forefront of struggle, i.e. on the terrain of
struggle. IKE " KOREA" M. MAFOLE

Universite Libre au Congo,
B.P. 800, Leopoldville XI.
Republique du Congo.



"Here is our blood. It is
serving for us," was said of the
tragic Mendi disaster
AT 5 O'CLOCK ON THE MORNING of 21 February 1917, the 4,300
ton screw-steamer Mendi was rammed by the 11,000-ton steamer
Darro of Belfast, off St. Catherine's Point, when she w'as a few
hours out of Portsmouth and bound for Le Havre. The Mendi,
with 822 men aboard, sank in 20 minutes. In the calm but icy
waters (8° above freezing point) 627 perished, 617 of them
members of the South Mrican Native Labour Corps on their way
to serve in 'the ports and factories of France.

Nearly 4,000 of the 93,000 African troops South Africa sent
to the First World War lost their lives on service. There were
other great sea tragedies, in that war and in the Second World
War, involving the Africans who had gone to war because the
white people persuaded their chiefs and leaders they should do
so. There were brave things done and a few of these are remem
bered. Yet the Mendi stands alone for the "deeds of wonderful
chivalry" that South Africa's maritime historian Marischal Murray
noted. The behaviour of the doomed volunteers and crew was
called "one of the noblest demonstrations ever given of human
heroism" by Lawrence Green, a writer not otherwise respectful
towards his African fellow-countrymen. Among the community of
South Africa the Mendi tragedy is a theme of song and verse
Mqhayi, E. C. Mango, J. S. M. Matsebula, Ben Tyamzashe are
a~ong many poets who have published poetic requiems or acclam
atlons for the men who died when the Mendi went down. " The
ship Mendi today we have given in marriage", wrote Mqhayi in
Xhosa, "Here is our blood. It is serving for us." Up and down
the country, for almost fifty years it has been commemorated at
21 February services in city " locations" and in country places.

There is perhaps one great Mendi story overshadowing the
others, but which nevertheless typifies the spirit of that terrible
morning.

WHEN THE Darro's bows crashed into the Mendt"s side, the volun
t~ers of the Labour Corps were sleeping, using their life-jackets as
pIllows as they had done on the month-long voyage from Cape
Town. Some were killed by the impact, others drowned the
moment the Darro's master reversed his engines, pulling the ship's

Above: The men on deck are West African troops bound for Tanganyika
before the Mendi's fateful voyage.
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bows out to let an overwhelming, fatal rush of the sea into the
doomed Mendi. But most of the men were on deck within a few
minutes of the collision and the four blasts of the hooter that was
the emergency signal, "going to their places unhurriedly" as a
ship's officer later stated. One large group, before the bridge, must
have seen at once that the tilt of the decks and then the rapid
sinking of the ship made the lowering of the lifeboats impossible
and death in the freezing waters inescapable. They were at once
called to order by a chaplain, a distinguished South Mrican who
had volunteered despite advanced years to accompany the African
troops to France. The Reverend Isaac Wauchope Dyobha should
form the subject of a separate article. Born near Uitenhage in
1852 he had been on the Livingstonia mission in present-day
Malawi in 1876 and had served his people in South Africa faith
fully as missionary, teacher and minister for forty years after that.
He was a man of great kindness and piety; he was also chiefly in
bearing, and indeed by birth. The many accounts of his words to
to the men vary slightly, and I have never found the original
source of them. With all their possible mistakes, they ring as
nobly and prophetically today as they did when he cried out to
the trapped men facing death in the sea:
'" Be quiet and calm my countrymen, for what is taking place

now is exactly what you came to do. You are going to die, but
that is what you came to do. Brothers, we are drilling 'the drill
of death. I, a Xhosa, say you are all my brothers. Zulus, Swazis,
Pondos, Basutos, we die like brothers. We are the sons of
Africa. Raise your cries, brothers, for though they made us
leave our weapons at our homes, our voices are left with our
bodies."
Men who managed to scramble into the four boats that reached

the escort destroyer or the Darro herself (one was spotted off the
Dorset coast next day with 81 on board, almost dead from expos
ure) recalled hearing singing, and cries of " 0 God, help us ".

Some accounts say the men slipped off their heavy boots and
danced a dance of death on the deck, others that they sang as they
,waited for the sea to swallow them up. All speak of the unflinching
calm of the men Wauchope Dyobha addressed.

IN THE WATER, the struggling men in their black uniforms with
red piping - "looking like flies in the milk" a survivor remem
bered forty years later - drowned in hundreds as boats sank
or could not be freed. Dr. Hertslet who had been a medical mis
sionary in Zululand and a doctor in the mine compounds and was
now medical officer to the Corps, could not swim, but managed
to hang on to the side of a boat. As he was about to let go
through exhaustion, one of the men came across and held him
by the wrists until he could persuade the rowers to stop and allow
another into the boat. At the enquiry held in Portsmouth in July
1917 the heroism of the men - and of the Mendi's crew as well
- was recorded, and stories of self-sacrifice were told. One of the
officers who survived later wrote: "the majority died like heroes.
.Even when life hung in the balance and the groans of the injured
were ringing in our ears, there was a general calmness. After my
.experience in the wreck I no longer believe that self-preservation
is the first law of life. Many of these brave men suffered a hundred
deaths in the intense concern they felt for the women and dear
ones they had left behind." Another recalled the men slipping
into the water: "Still no cries nor panic, but calls from one to
another as they swam. . . And soon even these voices of the night
ceased to be heard. Could everything that occurred that night
be told it would be a record of undying fame for our South
Africans." R. H. W. Shepherd tells a story of a Pondo chief who
was seen bobbing about in the dark water by a subject. The latter
called out" Nkosi, upila njani?" (Chief, how are you?). "The
answer came back across the icy cold water, the familiar Xhosa
phrase: 'Akukabiko 'nto '. (There is nothing the matter yet.)
He was never seen again but his comrade was rescued and lived
to tell the tale. The courage, the courtesy in that can hardly be
surpassed."

He was not the only chief: there was a son of the Tembu
paramount, Dalindyebo, a grandson of the Barolong chief Moroka
I and a grandson of Moshoeshoe I of Lesotho. The men were from
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many parts of the country, indeed of all the peoples and more that
Wauchope Dyobha addressed. They had been recruited in their
villages and locations, often bidden by a chief or headman to go
and serve, in the tragically mistaken belief, fostered by the seven
year-old Union Government, that they would prove their loyalty
to the new country and to the King of England by serving.

THE NEWS OF THE Mendi disaster was announced by General
Louis Botha, the Prime Minister in Parliament in Cape Town and
the whole house stood in silence as a mark of respect. But it did
not go much beyond that. Some compensation was paid to those
disabled in the wreck (and many were permanently harmed by
exposure), others got nothing. The. Union Government refused
to allow war medals to be issued to members of the Native Labour
Corps although a special issue of these medals to colonial troops

had been made by Britain (and the South Mricans were singled out
for praise by Lord Haig and others in France.) Mendi Day has long
been accompanied by speeches by white administrators and "sell
out" advisory boardmen pointing out the loyalty to the Govern
ment shown by those who were lost with the Mendi and praising
their discipline and obedience.

But the lesson of the Mendi was that sacrifice by the sons of
Mrica would not bring those at home recognition of their humanity
in the eyes of their rulers. No doubt for many years men like
Mqhayi still said of the Mendi "here is our blood. It is serving
for us." If the Mendi is still to be remembered with honour, and
next February will be the fiftieth anniversary, it will be for the
courage of the men, for the glory they brought to Africa by their
courage and calm, and for the prophetic call of Wauchope Dyobha,
affirmed by the men he _made it to, for the men of all those then
very distinct tribes to " die like brothers ... sons of Mri~ ". •

7

CECIL TAYLOR:

MQTION AND THE·

FUNDAMENTAL SOUL

LINDSAY BARRETT

CECIL TAYLOR IS A YOUNG Afro-American
pianist and on the evidence of his very
sparse but brilliant recording output, he is
one of the most important musicians of
recent years, and probably of this century.
He is also wonderfully articulate and clear
in his thinking. He has absorbed, and sub
dued without pretentions, technical methods
and advances within the frame of modem
Westem music. But the most remarkable
achievement of his playing is his virtual
inability not to swing. Every note or half
note or crashing percussive chord cluster
that he plays is rooted firmly in the tradi
tion of the black experience. In other words
the blues and its extensions are the vital
beginnings and foundations of all his musi
cal experience.

He is extremely gifted in transferring
personal ideas to the open practical field
of playing them, and his phrases are always
clean and brittle when loud, and furry
when soft. This quality of texture is evi
dent not only in his phrasing but also in
his sound conception. Juxtaposing them
and setting them off constantly against one
another with various tonal colours and re
lated rhythmic changes he manages to pro
duce an almost orchestral effect in his
solos.

And when he accompanies other instru
mentalists his music comes alive in a unique
way, giving the effect of continuous motion
to the piece being played. Instead of riding
the rhythm or hanging behind it, his music
exists within it and as a result he is always
propelled by it in his playing. This is an
other subtle reason for his perpetual swing.
The development of this overall rhythmic
panorama in all his music is then a kind
of gathering momentum. Is in fact the
skeleton process of momentum. Under his
fingers the piano murmurs, whispers, roars
and rushes, a veritable river of sound.

CECIL TAYLOR HAS ARTICULATED the depths
of his conscious social attachment to music
in two talks with the critic Nat Hentoff and
although both these talks were seven years
apart his ideas remained remarkably con
sistent. "I am not afraid of European in
fluences," he has said, ,l The point is to
use them - as Ellington did - as part of
my life. as an American Negro." And again,
speaking about his blues 'Luyah ! The
Glorious Step!; he said "I feel any jaz~

artist who is important must be able to
play the blues well, no matter .in what
style he plays it." To which one can only
reply with a hearty and thankful " Amen.'~

AFTER CLOSE. LISTENING it would seem.
that in terms of musical influences from.
the mainstream of the pianistic develo~

ment in jazz, Taylor has appropriated ~.

the one hand the technical virtuosity of'
Bud PowelI and on the other the spare
emotional rawness of Monk and centralised
them into a musical form that is more
traditional in voice than Powell and yet
more modem in its use of virtuoso width
and range than the music of the arch-tra
ditionalist Monk. At the same time his
percussive tendency is remarkably like
Ellington's whose orchestral piano work he
obviously admires.

But influences, it must be remembered
are often unconscious especially when they
only contribute towards the strengthening
of a highly personal creative vision, and
Powell and Monk may only be represen
tative masters of two areas of pianistic his
tory that he has digested in the historical
whole. In this case, to Taylor whose origin-.
ality and brilliance of concept (or vision)
is outstandingly in the vanguard of his
work, even the consequence of these. in
fluences and experiences in his music must.
be in part unconscious. This is so because
he is a "living" artist, by which I mean
'that he is obviously driven by the actual
motion of his work and in consequence he
discovers new things constantly and feed~

them back into the music that revealed
them in order to root out even more reve
lations. In this manner his music is at times
cerebral.
Or to say this even better, he is a genuine'
gutbucket pianist, and grass-root personality.
His sophistication is the sophistication of the
soul and the soil. And in this quality in
his music is found the most remarkable kin
ship with the liturgical music of traditional
Wes~ African religions and social cere- .
momes.

In fact haVIng said this we can examine,
the surface technique of his music in terms ..
of interweaving instrumental movement and'
there again we find similarities 'of concept.
between TayIor and the balofon o·rchestras'.
of Guine~, upper VoIta, Ivory Coast, and ...

"Ghana, among oth.ers. But" ~ga~n .this is"
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parched flames
lap the sullen- night sky
blue of gaseous clmflagration
scarlet carnations
spattered on fallen walls
and the scent of roasting flesh,
where they die;

MAKHUDU RAMMOPO

FOR THE SABOTEUR

their bones decay in unkn01J)n places
banished from tear-hallowed gr(lf)es
by the greed in men's hearts:
no heap of earth,
no flowers;

no last word:
only the hiss of lighted fuses
desultory detonation
wood cracking across fractured steel
smould'ring into
charred grotesqueries heav'nward turned,
'Where they die
hailing freedom with their parting breath.

there are no flO1J)ers
where our heroes lie,
but we'll gather their bones
in one sweep of IOCZJe
and bury them
where flowers bloom ever In numberless

hues,
for this precious thing:
freedom.

HIS BEST RECORD to my mind is the 1958
"Looking Ahead" (Contemporary M 3562),
and yet I am tempted to think that the
Candid Album, " The World Of Cecil
Taylor " was an even more important break
through. The work with tenorist Archie
Shepp on this album held a new grain of
simple sweet beauty with harsh but sad
overtones. In short a baring of the blues.
But the company, Candid, went out of
business soon after that record was released
and so now it has become a rare collector's
item. On the Fantasy Album, " Cecil Taylor
Live At The Montmartre," (Fantasy, stereo,
86014), in spite of the absence of bassist
Henry Grimes who had been his bass
player in the U.S.A. but who did not go to
Europe with him, the extraordinary economy
of his playing is the outstanding quality.
Against the earlier Contemporary disc it
illustrates a remarkable process of consis
tent and relentless thrust. But in spite of
perpetual motion and momentum he does
not sacrifice the fundamental soul and in
so doing he makes the direction of his
movement valid. e

probably unconscious since Mrican tradi- of his music so does his sensibility exist
tional music has never been distributed in within the framework of the broad experi
quantity in the West, and therefore to ence. This is the rhythm that is black.
arrive at this point Taylor had to perform
a kind of constructive destruction act in
the process of confronting and learning
the technique of Western Music. In other AS A SOCIAL DIRECTIVE in the illustrative
words, having acknowledged and under- way, his music could be said to represent
stood the musical validity of Westem only motion and fundamental soul. If these
musical technique, he has appropriated it virtues were fully employed in the black
as raw material and re-shaped it in the American community's life as they are in
form of his personal and community desire his music, there would be no question of
and so created a new force. The extraordin- the "new image." But this is not the
ary power of his achievement lies in the teaching of the official American community
fact that this process is always audible in attitude and so this could explain why there
his playing. are not too many recordings of Cecil

Taylor, or for that matter traditional Mri
can music, available in the West. Yet it
is always dangerous to politicise an artist's
product for it loses in that way much of
its humanity and it is this humanity that
is its strength. Ceci1 Taylor is a creator
whose force lies in subjective moments of
his creativity and these moments must be
allowed to disseminate naturally and subtly
into the wide area of the communal con
sciousness, and that takes time.

IT WOULD NOW BE SILLY in examining the
broader social implications of his music
to say, as is so often said by the more
condescendingly liberal of the white jazz
critics, that Cecil Taylor is forging a new
black image in America. He is doing noth
ing of the sort. He, like so many other
great musicians of our race, is a product
of an already strongly forged emotional
image, common to universal human experi
ence and most consistently developed to
broader levels by historical black experience.

The implication that a new image needs
to be forged for the black race in America,
is not merely insulting, it is also a lie. In
fact what is needed and what Cecil Taylor
~mong others does supply, is a strengthen
Ing and revitalisation of ancient virtues.
A renewal of ancient ritual rather than a
creation of new ritual. It is the circum
stance under which his particular vision of
!,lac~ experience is forged that creates the
IllUSIon of the renewal being new, but as
the blues singer said:

The blues ain't no stranger
Oh yeah,
They've been here before.

And in any case the vision of the Afro
American experience that white America
~olds is not the vision that the community
In general holds of itself. And it is the self
~age which is most important in the vital
life of a people. Cecil Taylor is in this way
a pure artist because what he creates is
drawn from a pure inner desire conditioned
by a native rather than an alien standard.
And just as Taylor works inside the rhythm
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THE TRAGEDY ABOUT MOST AFRO-ASIAN
LITERATURE today is that its vision is re~

stricted to bourgeois values. There is no:
grasp·of the whole of life. This of course is
understandable. When ordinary bourgeois
demands are denied through poverty and· a

BENNIE
BUNSEE

THE SLENDER CHILD

The slender child is dying in the bush
And the mother beats the broken drum:
Boom! Boom! Spare the heart and take

the sheep,
And the pot of grounded meal. Boom!

Boom!
The slender child 'Will sin nO' more.

THE STORM

There is a treachery in the bush:
The road has withered in the storm.
And mighty men remain
To worship demons and obey.

T here is a treachery in the bush:
The sky is washed in pain,
And children talk of sex
Where demons drink the blood and pray.

With acknowledgements to The Classic

Story of an African Farm. He struggled
hard while still at high school with a novel
set in Vrededorp. It was about a young
man trying to make sense of the chaos
around him.

Like his other early creative work it was
related to his own poetic visions. He never
found himself writing for the applauding
hands of white liberals that tend to have a
baneful influence upon many of our writers,
or left dogmatists whose only criterion of
good literature is its political content. In
fact Enver had contempt for much of the
Afro-Asian literature found in such pro
fusion nowadays. He felt that sociology
should be treated as sociology and be
separate from the poetic vision that inspires
a writer to create order out of the chaos of
the human condition. He feared being
confined like a Peter Abrahams to a limited
vision of human life. I used to have endless
arguments with him, as to whether he was
more concerned with his own personal
problems than the great social problems that
animated our times. Enver's answer in
many ways prefigured the celebrated argu
ment between James Baldwin and Richard
Wright about the Protest Novel. He was
in sympathy with Baldwin's thesis that the
protest novel was too limited in its vision

of life, and that a writer must be true to
himself and embrace the totality of human
existence. He felt that he could not write
about the oppressed and the underdog
except as part of the great question of
man's ultimate fate.

This might appear as a luxury in the
context of South African racial problems,
but it was just this approach that made
Enver's work so rich, and so free from the
sentimentalism and melodrama that keeps
whining about how oppressed the black
masses are instead of asking them to over
throw the whole set-up. Whilst a great deal
of the social realist writing of black writers
is still confined within the limits of an
appeal to the white man's conscience on the
grounds of compassion and his better in
stincts, yet it is just this lack of militancy·
in their writing that makes it so unappeal
ing and uninspiring. What is needed now
in our literature is an attitude that takes a
superior moral stance towards the whole
rottenness in the white man's culture.

A realisation that the seeds of a truly
cultured South Mrica are based upon the
inviolable law of the dignity of every single
inhabitant, is to be found in the lives of the
very oppressed and humiliated - those.
whose very sufferings have taught them the
meaning of love and peace and respect for
human beings. Implicit in this is the notion
that it is the oppressed themselves who can
release the white man from the bondage of
his racialism. Such an attitude in South
Mrican literature must of course realise
that the only compassion that is worthwhile
is the compassion that is aware of the
tragedy of human living itself, where the
individual's sense of harmony with his.
environment is invaded by so many dark·
and uncertain forces. Compassion that
smacks of patronage and that makes a man
feel virtuous is immoral. Enver realised this
fully, and whilst his writing was full of
compassion for the suffering human being,
yet he never offered any charity and sym
pathy that might entail a negation of human
equality. A story he wrote about an un-
wanted child left to die by its mother
illustrates this point (it is to be published

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in The ~~si~. It ~ just ~~ approach ~
Baldwin that makes his writing so success
ful. In The Fire Next Tim'e Baldwin wants
to know how the negro can assimilate him
self to a culture that rejects him and which
is tom by so many contradictions. In his
play Blues for Mr. Charlie he goes even
further and says that the negro has the
right to reject the white man's culture
whatever its quality, as an assertion of his
own claim, in terms of human equality, to
choose as he wants to.

the Afro-Asian writer can seek
to grasp the whole of life,
as Docratt did

In Memoriam

Enver Docratt

NOW THAT HE IS DEAD, Enver Docratt will
pass into complete oblivion, a price that he
must pay because of a cruel fate. By his
untimely and tragic death South Africa has
lost one of its most promising literary
figures. He did not himself care much
about publication: had he done so his
reputation in South African literature
might already have been established. He
was not a perfectionist, but also felt that
many of the deep questions that preoccupied
him needed a mature outlook, and left it to
time to provide him with this.

Like another talented writer and journa
list, Henry Nxumalo, Enver died at the
hands of gangsters, who broke into his place
of employment and fired upon him. He
was only 24. He leaves behind a wife and
a newly born child, and another sordid
testimony to the violence of the South
African way of madness that strikes at ran
dom at all times. Enver died just a couple
months after his first work was published
- two poems in The Classic, the promising
South African literary venture edited by the
late Nat Nakasa, another young man of
promise whose life came to an end in an
unexpected and tragic way.

These poems were forcibly taken by a
friend and given to Nat to publish. What
was important about them was that they
prefigured what would have come from his
pen in later years. They bestrode the two
worlds he inhabited. One was that of his
own race-diseased society and the other the
spiritual world of man trying to find an
answer to the meaning and purpose of his
existence. Often they were combined in his
writing. But like all true artists his real
impulse came from the latter. He always
felt that human life was a unit, diversified
as it is, and that unless man could find an
answer to the meaning of his existence he
could find no real solution to his social
problems. For this precise reason his writ
ings had a richness hardly to be matched by
any non-white writer today.

HIS CHIEF READING was Baudelaire, Rim
boud, Mallarme, Kafka, Dostoevsky, and
such writers of man's interior soul, rather
than the social writers that are so typical
of our time. The only South African writer
that he admired was Olive Schreiner. He
read her constantly, and his greatest am-
Ntioo wu ro wrire wmeth~g li~ h~ ~



grinding exploitation, there is little time to
sit back and contemplate the meaning of
life. But it is precisely suffering that tears
the veils of vanity and egoism and induces
one to ask just what life is all about. Be
cause of this, an Afro-Asian writer is in an
extremely favourable position today. He is
also able to evaluate a broad span of human
culture, since he has a knowledge both of
traditional cultures, albeit raped by
colonialism and imperialism, and that of
the West, which for the past few centuries
has led the rest of the world. He must ask
himself just what has happened to Western
culture that human values have become
vague, shadowy things. He must translate
this dialogue between the values of his own
civilisation and those of the West into a
meaningful literature for the whole of
mankind, and not something that speak') for
only a section of humanity.

This is what James Baldwin has been
able to achieve, and why he is one of the
most meaningful writers of our time. He
has been able to relate the negro's oppres
sion in America to the white American's
civilisation and culture, and show that they
are integral parts of a single unit. He has
shown that the negro himself can never be
free in white American society until the
white American himself is free in a real
sense. The negro is oppressed because the
white American ascribes to him his worst
fears. He is oppressed because so many
untruths lay stored in the hean of the white
American who can only free himself by
facing them courageously.

Enver like Baldwin lived in a milieu
where different races and cultures are
struggling to find and create a common
national identity. Such an identity must
transcend narrow, parochial interests and
be based upon what is permanently valu
able in human history, and must be the
summation of human experience through
out the ages. South Africa, represented by
Europe, Asia and Africa, is in a position to
bring about such an evaluation. Enver tried
to respond to the South African challenge
in just this manner.

THE FACT THAT HE DID SO AS AN INDIAN
was of additional importance. For the
Indian cannot make any significant contri
bution to South African culture unless he
regards himself as a permanent part of the
South African soil - which be generally
does not do, for he has one foot in South
Africa and another in India. And the fact
~at Enver was able to respond as he did
IS proof enough that there already exists in
South African society elements for the birth
of a true South African nationhood. For in
the final resort the true representative of a
worthy South African way of life will not
be the politician with his clamour for non
racialism, but the artist who will define
what is best in the human race, those values
that unite the human race into a brother
hood based upon dignity. e

Books
&the
Arts

Neo-Colonialism/The Last Stage of Im
perialism by Kwame Nkrumah (Thomas

Nelson & Sons Ltd. 42s.)
THIS IS A SUBJECT which Africa feels
very deeply about. It is important that an
outstanding African has now written a
book on the topic of neo-colonialism before
that word becomes a hackneyed term.
There is no doubt that Dr. Nkrumah feels
very deeply about the subject. The tone
of the book reveals the man himself, his
concern and his challenging plea to Africa.
His main thesis is sustained throughout the
book - this being that Africa must urgently
and openly unmask the evils of neo
colonialism before they reduce the conti
nent to economic and political impo1:ence.
Nkrumah defines neo-colonialism as the
efforts of powerful outside nations to ex
ploit, influence and rule the new indepen
dent states.

In vigorous and well-developed argu
ments Dr. Nkrumah argues that neo
colonialsim is the ultimate stage of im
perialism. Africa has neo-colonialism to
blame for all the ills that have beset her
during the colonial period and after it. The
argument is made that Africa has vast
natural resources, vast tapped and untapped
potential in all fields, but Africa still re
mains poor and is still being used as a
resources reservoir by the highly developed
countries which under the guise of aid
projects are in fact getting more from Mrica
than they are putting in.

To Dr. Nkrumah, this is the classical
struggle between the "haves" and "have
nots." He uses the Marxian argument that
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inevitably capitalism is bound to produce
its own crisis and conflict as the gap be
tween the rich and the poor grows bigger
and bigger. "World capitalism has post
poned i~ crisis but only at the cost of
transforming it into an international crisis."

The sum total of this relationship
is dangerous for Africa and the world.
"The danger now is not civil war within
individual states provoked by intolerable
conditions within those states, but inter
national war provoked ultimately by the
misery of the majority of mankind who
daily grow poorer and poorer."

Dr. Nkrumah's concern for the effects
of interested capitalism in Africa is deeply
felt. He puts into clear focus the various
methods now employed to solve the prob
lems of world poverty. He is contemptuous
of the ways they are applied in Africa. He
tears off the screens that have been used
in Africa to hide the real interests of power
ful nations in their aid programme. This is
the most revealing part of the book. It is
not only closely and passionately argued 
it is also fully documented by examples
and figures. The aid-giving states are in fact
" parasite " states whose welfare states can
only survive by exploitation. The sheep's
skin is, in fact, hiding a wolf and if Africa
is to survive she must very quickly upset
the system. The poor countries, Dr.
Nkrumah pleads, must now take the
initiative instead of standing by watching
the powerful rich nations chum the waters
around them.

OF GREAT INTEREST TO AFRICA will be his
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eye-opening examples of how outside capi
tal in Africa is here first to serve outside
investors, and only incidentally, the people
of Mrica. The working of international
finance is examined and exposed in a fine
analysis of the Congo situation - an ideal
example of neo-colonialism. A particular
attack is made on the United States and
how that country through the screens of
the C.I.A., U.S.I.A., Peace Corps and
Hollywood has operated its capitalist in
terests in Mrica. The leader of the Peace
Corps, Sargent Shriver, is personally men
tioned as a good example of the guises
that are used in this warfare. Moral Re
armament comes in for a good close look
as well. But the most important point he
makes here is that no country can call itself
independent when it employs foreigners at
the policy-making level: a hint here
directed at Malawi, where all top civil ser
vants are still British. The crisis in South
ern Rhodesia has certainly shown to us over
Malawi the importance of Dr. Nkrumah's
fears of neo-colonialism.

What then is the answer to thi~ great
threat to Africa? Dr. Nkrumah believes
that it is only African Unity that can save
Africa from neo-colonialism. A Union
Government for the whole of Africa is
the only solution. "Faced with a new
situation, those who practise neo-colonial
ism would adjust themselves to this new
balance of world forces in exactly the
same way as the capitalist world has in
the past adjusted itself to any other change
in the balance of power." The knock-out
punch is in one sentence "The danger to
world peace springs not from the action
of those who seek to end neo-colonialism,
but from the inaction of those who allow
it to continue."

This is an important book and one that
has come out at a most opportune time.
Its main interest does not lie in what is
said but in what still lies unsaid in it.
It is a deeply personal book which some
may dismiss as emotional. The emotion in
it in fact is not only the emotion of Dr.
Nkrumah. It is the emotion of Mrica. Neo
colonialism will no longer be a mere slogan
in Mrica and those from outside Africa
who through neo-colonial methods have
tried to make it sound like a slogan will now
be suspect. I t is a significant contribution
to Mrican political writing. e

Vital
Links

Willfried Feuser

An Anthology of African and Malagasy
Poetry in French edited by Clive Wake

(Oxford University Press)
poesie fJi'lJante: Tribune internationale de
poesie editee aGenefJe, No. 14, September-

October 1965
IN BRITAIN, FRENCH AFRICAN POETRY is
often thought to smack of Paris boulevards
and cafes. If one gets to the bottom of this
misconception, what one finds is mostly
ignorance with a dash of prejudice. Few
people have actually read any of the African
poets in the French original.

Mr. Wake's anthology will go a long
way towards clearing the ground not covered
by the Moore/Beier Modern Poetry from
Africa (Penguin 1963). It gives the English
reader a fair cross-section of French
material otherwise hardly available to him;
he either has to hunt for individual editions
of the various poets or he must try to get
hold of a collector's item like Senghor's
now somewhat dated Anthologie de la
Nouvelle Poesie Negre et Malgache. Wake's
collection will also be useful for literature
classes in African universities.

In his introduction Mr. Wake does not
waste much time on Negritude, which he
considers "as much a product of French
culture, with its intellectualisation and its
love of literary manifestoes, as it is a re
action against it." But he assigns it to its
rightful place as a politico-cultural move
ment that has by now become historical,
though one may not agree with his conten
tion that Negritude really belongs to Sene
gal.

The close association of Negritude poetry
- especially Aime cesaire's brand of it _.
with Surrealism is an undisputed fact of
literary history. Mr. Wake goes beyond that;
he shows the strong link between Negritude
and 19th-century French Romanticism,
comparing the role of the poet-mage into
which Senghor casts himself.

"Seigneur, vous m'cnJez fait Maitre-de
langue . . ." with the self-stylisation of
Victor Hugo. He detects an even more
obvious correspondence in the Romantic's
and the Negritude poet's conception of
nature, quoting Hugo's
" Tout Parle? Ecoute bien. C'est que vents,
ondes, fiammes, Arbres, roseaux, rochers,
tout vit!

Tout est plein d'ames."
(Les Contemplations)

and the well-known lines of Birago Diop's
character Sarzan-Ie-Fol, the man guilty of
the crime of lese-ancetre:

" Ecoute plus SOUfJent
Les Chases que les Etres
La Voix du Feu s'entend,
Etends la Voix de l'Eau.
Ecoute dans le Vent
Le Buisson en sanglots:
C'est le Souffle des Ancetres."
Thus what overzealous critics used to

call " typically African " (meaning, of
course, "exotic") may at second sight
yet emerge as a universal theme - a feature
which the author of La Civilisation de
I'Universel ought to register with pleasure.
It would be one-sided to contend that the
awareness of the omnipresence of the ances
tors is something exclusively Mrican. What
of Japanese society? European? Long be
fore Senghor uttered his wish,

"Que je respire l'odeur de nos Marts,
que je recueille et redise leur fJoix
vivante . .. "

the Swiss poet, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer,
had his chorus of the dead chant,

"Wir Toten wir Toten sind groessere
Heere

als ihr auf der Erde, als ihr aut dem
Meere ... "

We should not forget that the outlook of
Africa's spokesman of Negritude was also
conditioned by Leo Frobenius, who did
not merely dwell on the values of the
African cultural heritage but also showed
its vital links with the world's cultures.
Senghor admits that Frobenius was far
more than a teacher for th·e early protagon
ists of Negritude, and he goes on to say,
"Those of his books that appeared in
French, Histoire de la Civilisation africaine
and Le Destin des Civilisations, were among
the sacred books of a whole generation of
black African students."

Among the younger poets included in
the anthology, clearly the most outstanding
is Tchicaya U Tarn' si of Congo-Brazza
ville. He is still groping for his origins, a
search that is symbolised by the tree.

" 0 m(l genealogie improbable!
De quel arbre descendre? ..."
Though there is an English translation of

U Tam'si's volume Brushfire by Uill Beier
(Mbari Publications Ibadan 1964), we
should be grateful to Mr. Wake for having
made part of his poetry available in the



original, as earlier French editions by minor
publishers are hard to come by.

THE STUDENTS OF AFRICAN LITERATURE in
terested in the development of a regional or
even national consciousness will be well
advised to secure the September-October
issue of poesie vi'lXl1lte, the international
poetry magazine published in Geneva. In
its laudable effort to bring poetry out of its
isolation, poesie vivante does not always
steer clear of a facile " Do-It-Yourself "

One-man
Crusade

Suzanne Cronje

Thinking with You by Tai Solarin (Longmans
of Nigeria, 4s. 6d)

TAl SOLARIN'S INTEGRITY has long filled me
with awe. He is the most independent and
outspoken journalist I have come across any
where, and he is Nigeria's most ruthless and
determined critic. Thinking with You is a
sel:ctio~ of his articles in the Nigerian press;
whilst It does not contain his most controversial
work, it is representative of his one-man ~rusade

against igeria's besetting sins: corruption, lack
of purpose, pretentiousness and hypocrisy. He
sees Nigeria rushing headlong for disaster. "I
have ~een feeling sick during the past 24 hours,"
he ~ltes ~fter discovering that Nigeria's trade
StatiStiCS disclosed once again vast expenditures
on the import of luxury goods and a large
trade deficit: "This is the source of my sick
ness: the source of our slow but sure death:
the beginning of our inevitable doom." His
remedy: "w~rk, hard work, without prestige
and make-believe ... " His prescriptions are
often more specific, and although they have
evo~ed h?stile reactions, the simple reasoning
behmd ~IS proposals is seldom attacked. It is
usually Irrefutable.

opttnusm, but it is extremely useful as a
source of information. In the copy under
review the editors have decided 'to devote
half of their space to the poetry of a single
West African country, the Ivory Coast. Its
Minister of Culture, the writer Bernard
Dadie, conveniently gets the lion's share,
but we also find contributions - of varying
promise - by N'Gom Bayma, Ake Loba,
Assoi Adiko, Maurice Kone, and a long
review of a lecture on Ivorian poetry by
Anoma Kanie. e

One of Solarin's favourite targets is the sys
tem of Church education "doled out by your
erstwhile colonial masters and missionaries." He
campaigns for the secularisation and re-orienta
tion of Nigerian education; he is himself head
master of a now famous school which he
founded in protest against the stranglehold of
the churches. Solarin is a nationalist, but his
nationalism is not of the portmanteau variety
which is prone to define excellence as the
African way of doing things. He urges his
fellow-Nigerians to decolonise their minds, and
finds no contradiction in writing that "the
noblest institution in the world is the Privy
Council. To tear ourselves from it so prema
turely, as we have done with the dawn of
republicanism, exposes us to the gravest of
dangers . . . In this early stage of our repub
licanism, a free Nigerian with the London
based Privy Council for those who cared, would
have been our healthiest hat-doffing to interna
tionalism and absolute justice."

Tai Solarin has so far avoided involvement
in party politics, and therefore escapes being
identified with any specific anti-government
faction; but his incisive criticism of Nigerian
authority and public administration leaves no
doubt about his anti-establishment views. His
publishers doff their hats to Nigeria and ask,
"Where else in Africa would Tai be free
to speak out so pungently and critically without
fear of reprisal?" There is some truth in this
remark, but I remember a number of other out
spoken critics who have quietly disappeared
from the pages of the Nigerian press. Solarin's
survival as a columnist is partly due to the
fact that he cannot be bought off and partly to
the tendency of those in power to regard him
as a sort of court-jester whose criticism appears
too enormous to belong to the realm of reality.
It is Nigeria's tragedy that the truth seems
grotesque.
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Whose
Bourgeoisie?

Matthew Nkoana

An A/man Bourgeoisie by Leo Ku.per (Yale
University Press 21s.)

THIS BOOK IS A SOCIOLOGICAL study of racial
conflict, race attitudes and the political prob
lems of South Africa. It is probably the most
comprehensive of its kind to have been under
taken so far, and contains a wealth of valuable
information covering about everything under
the apartheid sun. It is also without doubt the
most significant book on South Mrica in many
years.

Everything is here for anyone who wants to
know South Africa and understand its prob
lems . . . everything, except the sunshine for
which the country is renowned! Cold facts
and figures, deployed in vigorous prose, hit you
between the eyes and sear the mind.

Kuper handles the subject with a depth of
sensitivity, understanding and sympathy for
those who suffer oppression and frustration.
Reading his book is a moving experience. As
I read, I wondered how I could have thought
of myself as spiritually hardened by my own
traumatic experiences, being born, bred and
literally battered in the apartheid cauldron.
Such is the power of his portrayal.

He writes of " the subordination or relegation
of Africans to the category of things, and the
use of terror and other extraordinary powers of
repression." Kuper goes on:

"The controls over Africans affect not
only the elaboration of life. They are em
bedded at the very root of living. They
govern subsistence, survival. At the gateway
to employment, residence, domicile, move
ment, freedom, stands the Government, like
St. Peter, admitting to Heaven or consigning
to Hell. The analogy to Heaven is no doubt
misleading. Most employment of Africans is
rewarded at a level inadequate for the satis
faction of basic needs. And the saintly conduct
which qualifies for paradise consists in falling
within prescribed categories, giving no offence
to representatives of Government, and for
the most part satisfying the labour needs of
the White man.

ce The main instrument, and the symbol,
of domination is the pass, that is to say the
registration or reference book 'with particulars
as to identity, permission to reside in the
area, employment, and tax. In a very real
-sense, the African is subordinated to his
pass, a form of what Georg Simmel classifies
as subordination to a thing ... "
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And then he quotes from an article by

Lewis Nkosi entitled" I am a Reference Book"
and describing "the dehumanising quality of
subordination toa thing, a pass" - an article
inspired by the death of two Africans who
crept under blazing factory walls to rescue
their reference books. Commenting on this
tragedy, Nkosi writes:

"But it is not heroism - and certainly
not bravado - that can make a man go to
his death in an attempt to save a Pass
book.

" The motive is simply FEAR - the reali
sation of what his life will be worth without
a reference book.

"For a reference book has ceased to be a
mere book of identification. It is interchange
ahlewith the man himself ...

" I do not live apart from my own reference
book any more. In fact I have decided I
am the Reference Book!

"It stands for my personality. It deline
ates my character. It defines the extent of
my freedom. Where I can live, work, and
eat.

"Whenever I see a police constable looking
at me, the lifting of his eyes is at once
adequate to make me understand that my
right to walk the streets, to be about in a
White area, even to confront my now being
called into question.

"And the only answer equally adequate
is the production of a reference book.

"This at once assures the officer that I
am a peaceful man and not a gangster or
ghost ...

" My life is nothing without a pass . . .
"As long as this is the case, obviously

more of us will die in hell-fires in the future,
groping for our reference books. Our souls."
The book abounds in such instances of

oppression and the bitter reactions of the
victims to it, the traumatic experiences of
their day-to-day lives, and is richly documented.
His research took Kuper into every nook of
African society, searching into countless_ souls
affected by the apartheid machine and its
varied ramifications. Doctors, traders, teachers,
nurses, clerks (Kuper's "African bourgeoisie "),
all have their bitter say. And less directly, but
equally carefully documented, political and civic
leaders, shebeen queens and women rioters, the
lot.

BUT I HAVE ONE BIG QUARREL with Dr Kuper 
about his interpretation, his slanting, of much of
the political material (and there is plenty of
it) at his disposal. I find the very title of the
book at best confusing and, at worst, mislead
ing. And this is not mitigated but somewhat
aggravated by his elaborate explanation (Chapter
1, Part 1) of how he came to apply the term
bourgeoisie to various occupational categories
among Africans.

If it were merely for convenience that the
term bourgeoisie is used (to lump together
various categories which would appear otherwise
indescribable taken as a whole), it might pardon
ably be written off. But the ideological under
tones which accompany it are unmistakable
in establishing the author's political bias, accord
ing to which it is clear that Kuper wants an
African bourgeoisie created in South Africa. He
is here pointing a way forward for South Mrica
which is to wean away sections of the African
people from the oppressed masses by creating
an identity of interests between them and the
Whites in a multiracial (or nonracial) bourgeois
set-up.

In Marxist terms, as the author seems to
agree, it is preposterous "to describe as a
bourgeoisie the African traders, professionals,

and clerks with whom this study deals." He
agrees that a bourgeoisie is "the class which
owns the means of production - and conse
quently wields political power - by control of
the state and the propagation of the ideologies
which promote its domination," to use his own
words.

Kuper then gives his reasons why, in those
terms, " it may seem a verbal fantasy to describe
as a bourgeoisie" his African bourgeoisie.
"Their property rights are weak, in the sense
that no sanctity attaches to the little property
they own," he writes. " Even these meagre rights
they cannot protect - far less can they build
a structure of power on the basis of private
property. Their lack of property is linked with
political subordination."

If we -are not yet totally confused about
Kuper's African bourgeoisie, he next gives us
the following lines for good measure:

" Secure and remunerative employment may
be regarded (by whom?) as a fonn of
bourgeois property, but African employment
is basically insecure and, on the whole, not
very remunerative. It is difficult for Africans
to maintain respectability under the pass laws,
which control their freedom of movement and
subject them to routine raids and surveillance
by the police. And they have little incentive
to respect the laws which encompass their
inferiority, or to give their loyalty to a society
which denies them the full enjoyment of their
achievement."
Fair enough. But what is the author driving

at? Surely it is not for nothing that Kuper
talks so avidly of an African bourgeoisie, well
knowing that it portrays a non-existent state
of affairs?

Why, then, this assiduously cultivated image
of an African bourgeoisie knocking at the door
for recognition? Kuper represents it as the
socially most aggrieved and most politically
restive group in South Africa, and therefore
by implication potentially the most dangerous
from the point of view of the Whites. In
projecting this image of his African bourgeoisie,
there is a surprising lapse in Kuper's other
wise superb command of the facts - a fact
which can only be interpreted as deilberate mis
representation in his eager advocacy for admis
sion of African traders, professionals and clerks
into the ranks of the privileged White society at
the expense of the multitude of their fellows.

"Furthermore," Kuper writes, "the con
tacts of the African bourgeoisie with Whites
are mainly at the level of the lower strata of
petty officials and policemen, so that the
higher racial status but low achievement of
the Whites confronts the higher achievement
but low racial status of the Africans. The
resulting tensions engender a more acute
awareness of social disabilities precisely with
in the class of the African bourgeoisie."
Such misrepresentation of the facts would be

bad enough for a layman, but for an academic
who has undertaken extensive research in this
field it is shocking. Anyone who knows anything
about customary segregation and the present
apartheid social dispensation knows that the
true position is the direct opposite. African
doctors, if they work in hospitals, mix with
White doctors, sisters and perhaps some nurses,
who are certainly not petty officials and police
men. If they have their own practices, thes'e
are situated in the African areas where there
is no mixing of races. African nurses mix with
White sisters and doctors in hospitals. Teachers,
when they did mix with Whites, met school
supervisors and inspectors and certainly not
people of low achievement. African traders are
confined to the African areas, and so are clergy
men.

Kuper goes on: "The same consequence
flows also from the circumstance that it is
this class which has provided many of the
new leaders in the independent African states.
These leaders have achieved international
recognition ... Their world stature ..•
accentuates the anguish of hereditary racial
inequality in South Africa. The pressure for
social change is felt most keenly by the'
African bourgeoisie. The lives of the peasantry
and the proletariat are not likely to be
radically transformed in the near future. The
bourgeoisie, on the other hand, has the world
to gain if the conditions in other parts of
Africa could prevail in South Africa."
Nothing can surpass in absurdity the impli~

suggestion that the most downtrodden sections
of the African community in South Africa
would feel the least pressure for social change
simply because there seemed no likelihood -of
radical transformation in their lives in the
near future. Here Kuper would have us belieVe
that sheer ambition and not the pressure of
economic circumstances is the main if not the
sole driving force. The argument turns upsi~

down all reputable, valid social theory.

KUPER ALSO ASSUMES that the handful of
doctors, teachers, petty traders, clergymen, nurs~
and clerks are the only people among Africans
who can read, and therefore the only ones who
know what is happening outside South Africa'.
borders. This is of course not so. The over
whelming majority of literate Africans, who be
cause of their abject social conditions are most
susceptible to the wind of change, are found out
side the precincts of Kuper's African bourgeoisie,
a minute fraction of the African population.

If the validity of this interpretation of Kuper's
political message is still in doubt, the clinching
argument is provided by the author himself in
concluding the chapter with _the following warn
ing:

"The term bourgeoisie is thus chosen not
only to describe the upper occupational cate
gories in African society with certain tenden
cies to class formation but also to emphasise
in terms of social change and prospective
power their role at the apex of subordination.
It is their interests which will shape African
action and aspiration, perhaps along evolu
tionary lines through th'e raising of the colour
bar and progressive recognition of achieve
ment. Or the bourgeoisie, thrown back on the
African masses by denial of entry into the
dominant society, may interact with them to
forge a nationalist movement with the goal of
African domination ... Or the bourgeoisie
may be divided, and sections may seek ful
filment in a revolutionary struggle aimed at
the creation of a socialist state and the des
truction of bourgeois property."
Behind this argument, thinly-veiled by the

air of objectivity, is the dilemma that faces
traditional liberal opinion in South Africa. They
dread the spectre of a revolution that would
radically transform the social set-up, opting for
evolutionary change that would make it possible
for them (and their kith and kin) to retain
privilege.

They believe that by sharing privilege with
the African elite, thereby depriving the African
masses of enlightened leadership, they could
indefinitely postpone the day of reckoning. But,
faced with the granitelike intransigence of the
apartheid rulers, they are driven to lose th·eir
reason by sheer despair, and to see ghosts all
round. Hence this nonsensical talk of " African
domination." •

In a further article, MATTHEW NKOANA will
discuss Professor Kuper's chapter on U Politi
cal Choice - Racialism OT N onracialism."
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Colonial
Legacy

Marcia Wright

History of East Africa: Volume 11, edited by
Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver asisted
by Alison Smith (Oxford University Press
£4 4s.)

Th, Making of Tanganyika by Judith Listowel
(Chatto and Windus 50s.)

TO WRITE THE HIS TORY of any Mrican country
is a profoundly difficult task. Lady Listowel
comes out of her complex assignment of tracing
the emergence of one of the most important
African nations, from the days of Arab, German
and British colonialism to the threshold of
Tanzania, with high marks.

Unfortunately, she cannot be given full marks.
In spite of the diligence with which she has
taken testimonies from participants in the
Tanganyika struggle for independence and the
skill with which she has assembled these into
a narrative, her story sometimes lags because
of the employment at times of the kind of
wearisome administrative prose typical of the
older school of writers on Africa who analysed
its history largely as a series of constitutional
interactions between rulers and ruled.

Although Lady Listowel is not uncritical of
African nationalists, she is clearly on their side
and sympathetic to their difficulties. Occasion
ally, however, elements of the old patronising
paternalism creep in. She writes, for example,
that "Beneath the easy ripples of an African
smile, there flows a strong hidden current of
elemental superstition and fear. That this cur
rent has sometimes been canalised by their
present leaders into a groove of principle is
almost a miracle." Elsewhere, writing of one
of the Tanzanian politicians for whom she has
much less affection than for President Nyerere,
she declares that "It was one of the mistakes

of the British that they allowed these ambitious
young men to become either teachers or social
workers, and made no resolute attempt to
compel them to take up the more exacting
disciplines of science or engineering." Yet if
Julius Nyerere had been forced to adhere to
the terms of the scholarship which took him
to Britain in 1949 and to study biology - and
not to read, as he did, for an Arts degree 
it could be argued that the history of Tanganyika
would have been very different.

There are a number of other blemishes in
the book. For example, Lady Listowel omits
from her bibliography the work on the Tan
ganyika Territory by F. S. Joelson, the right
wing editor of East Africa and Rhodesia. It
might have supplied some revealing glimpses
of the rulers' racial ·assumptions in the early
days of the Mandate. And the spelling of
African names is sometimes erratic: Mr.
Chiume's first name is given as "Kanyame";
and President Nyerere's is rendered as "Kam
berage" instead of " Kambarage." Names mean
much in nationalism; and one wishes that Lady
Listowel had discussed how Tanganyika got its
name. She is aware of the importance of
Swahili as a unifying force for TANU. But
her discussion of the making of Tanganyika
is, with the exception of interesting references
to President Nyerere's literary ventures, almost
entirely in political and economic terms. A
nation, however, has a soul as well as a body
- as WaIt Whitman asserted in Democratic
Vistas so movingly a century ago - and some
reference, should have been made to Shabaan
Robert, the Swahili poet after whom a street
is named Dar es Salaam, and his role in
the potential creation of a national literature
and language. Finally, there will be those who
will criticise Lady Listowel's account (in an
appendix) of the Army Mutinies of 1964 as
injudicious and epiphenomenal.

With whatever reservations, however, one
puts down her book, there can be no doubt
that it is an important work, both in the provi
sion of material and in its lively and outspoken
analysis, for the understanding of modem East
Africa. •

HERE IS A COLONIAL legacy, encompassing and
reflecting the mixed successes and failures of

. imperial administration in the area. Some
chapters are excellent, as original essays or
synthesis, others display a very limited horizon
and preoccupation with superficial issues. The
historical research now undertaken on the subject
of East Mrica is different not only because
independence has raised new questions about
the past to be 'explored by increasing numbers
of Mricans for themselves, but also becaust
since 1961 new archives have been opened to
feed the new and older scholars with material
intimately related to the development 'of the
countries. Furtheremore, history faculties in
Dar-es-Salaam and Nairobi now supplement
Makerere, assuring a more equitable spread of
research.

This volume of the Oxford History covers
the colonial period, from the beginning of ad
ministration about 1890 to 1945. A dozen
authors contribute chapters, each territory being
treated separately within a time period, before
or after the First World War, and under topics,
generally administrative, economic and social.
In this way, readers following 'a specific country
will have to skip over the parallel chapters
dealing with its neighbours. Without wishing
to encourage provincialism, we must recognise
that for the present East Africa is made up of
very distinct states and ask how East Africans,
for whom the volume was created, might react
to its presentation of their history.

D. A. Low sets a smart pace with his well
articulated essay on Kenya up to the First
World War, a pace which slows up in John
Middleton's discussion of changes in African
life up to 1945. The reasons for his problem
are evident from George Bennett's excellent
treatment of settlers and politics in Kenya, for
the European preoccupation ·with flamboyant
settler pretensions subordinated Africans in
historical writing as in the economy of the
country. We are just emerging from this era,
with such works as Welboum's East African
Rebels. Dr. Middleton, an anthropologist by
training, owes much to Welboum, and does not
carry the subject to any new synthesis. •
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UGANDANS HAVE LONG BEEN TREATED to a high
standard of historical research, partly because
their country has never been considered any
thing but African and thus has been spared
the false starts which clutter literature on
Kenya. Buganda's centralised monarchy aroused
interest in the early colonial days, not least
from such Baganda leaders as Apolo Kagwa
who wished to put forward a special interpre
tation. The three contributors on Uganda know
the country well, all having been connected with
Makerere College; their earlier works had al
ready proven their competence, and provided a
sound basis for elaboration and refocus. Pro
fesor Low's essay does justice to the tradi
tionally dissident parts, Busoga, Bunyoro and
the Nilotic provinces as well as Buganda, while
not losing sight of the British military and
administrative measures which forged the modem
state. Cranford Pratt's chapter on administra
tion and politics 1920-45 and Cyril Ehrlich's
two chapters on economic history are equally
well--wrought and comprehensive.

The colonial periods severed Zanzibar from its
coastal relationships. The political and economic
centre of Kenya moved inland and the rulers
of German East Africa, having politically super
seded the Sultan of Zanzibar on the coast,
were determined to end economic dependence on
Zanzibar, especially as it became dominated in
creasingly by Britain. John Flint, in a concise
summary of colonial history up to 1950, deals
with the process by Vt-hich the Sultan was
divested of his effective authority, from abolition
of slavery to the ·creation of a -legislative council
including first Asians and Arabs and later
Africans as well. The economic background,
fluctuating copra and spice prices, is especially
well integrated.

THE MOST RADICAL EX-COLONY in East Africa,
Tanganyika, is least served by the Oxford His
tory. W. O. Hendersonadopts the interpretation
of the 'German administration developed by
Charles Dundas, composer of the Atrocity Re
port of 1918, an interpretation which became the
orthodox British view. The succession of re
volts and military punishments did indeed occur,
but parallel development of a more benevolent
civil administration, notable for its education
policy and· emphasis on peasant agriculture, as
for efforts to retain and use indigenous leader
ship, is neglected. Otto Raum's essay on African
society in German times is as warm as Hender
son is distant. The wealth of fascinating detail
is, however, devalued by Raum's lack of docu
mentation and a central argument.

Tanganyika under the British Mandate ex
perienced an extraordinary period of rather
arbitrary government, -which sometimes inad
vertently introduced revolutionary measures.
Byatt's Local Courts Ordinance unleashed semi
anarchy in Bukoba by curtailing chiefly powers
and Cameron's Indirect Rule, imported from
Nigeria, created paramount chiefs and an :aris
tocracy which were often unnatural and there
fore easily toppled by a nationalist party. Pro
fessor Ingham has not begun to touch these
vital issues of practical administration and leaves
us skating on the surface of European rivalries.

The Oxford History of East Africa, Volume
11 (one more will follow) conta'ins so much that
it has become hefty and expensive. One would
not wish, however, to sacrifice the estimable
bibliography of published and unpublished
materials which caps it off. The heirs to this,
as the other colonial legacies may question the
value of some portions, but the many very good
chapters will stand alone and give solid support
to ongoing research. •
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The Trees

You asked fora letter, my l(Yl)e, which
sent me off reminiscing of the
Many other letters I had
sent, to so many
other flowers that faded.
The leaves on which I scrawled
with sweat dripping from my
heart. Words that I kneYJ) not
existed also faded, and finally
erased with Autumn and age.
I remember the first flow·er
so pretty, so bright.
I remember the first letter
sent to my flower at night
with words like sword and kill.
No. I did not know the sharpness
of the blade. Of death no
inkling had I.
Yes, I look back still sweating
and thinking. The fragrant sweet,
and Autumn's here again.
The lecwes go first, I remember,
then you fade, pretty flower,
and wither. But now
My eyes are old an-d clear
Through the dying foliage I can
still see some beauty.
I cannot let you fade,
So I must hold the leaves
and not let my bare branches
scrawl OfJer you feYJ) remaining le(lf}es.
Don't fall. Defy Autumn this last year
before the demolition men come.

Soul food is made from

black-eyed peas,

says Jason

The winters here and through the long
summer past

we planned and loved and dreamt of the
days

when OUr life would truly be joy, but
it's not to be. For today I walk in streets

that are
bare, with only snow, and the faces of the
natives all staring at me.
The intruder they think;
But am I?
I walk the lonely road, with a vision that

was
once real, so pure, so true, 'twas you
that kept me warm and free from lies and

pain.
It was not enough I complained.
Now there's naught, and here am I
winter and snow, alone, just I.
I can hear your call, is it not over?
Can we start anew, amid all this horror
of mistrusts and hates, seen through barren

gates?
Oh love, don't cry, it's not I just life
that flips like a coin with it's two sides
of joy and sadness. We reap them both
The clock goes not back, life goes on
we grieve, we laugh, through my perpetual

frown
Where are you? Your voice grows fainter
I smell death this horrid winter
There is an old man on the corner, in the

snow
grimacing, pretending he is laughing
I know better, I S(JfJ) him once before
with his scythe in Sammara. Speak louder

love,
the winds are blowing your words away;
What is it? Oh, him.
It's me he wants, not you.
I have a bill to pay and ifs late
my time is up, interests ran out
rll wait over there for you, where it's always

summer
Put on a warm coat.



The Third
World's
'Newthink'

a famous French author
abhors Indonesia's" system of
myths". Their kind that may, in
his view, hoax half of mankind

THE WESTERN HABIT of applying to the
countries of the Third World a blueprint
for development based on its own highly
technical and politically sophisticated society
leads us to an odd conclusion. The West is
naive enough to believe that in conjuring
up terms such as literacy, socialism, land
reform, industrialisation or development aid
it is invoking rational processes whose broad
lines, under the watchful eyes of the
planners, are much the same everywhere.

The illusion that we understand the
historical laws of our age facilitates and even
enlivens the reading of newspapers and
periodicals whose task it is to stir up in us,
as intelligent world-citizens, both a feeling
of euphoria and an anxiety complex. The
kind of higher " newthink" thus inculcated
staves off the dizziness one might otherwise
feel at the sight of large human masses im
potently struggling against the effects of a
mental shock that is ill-concealed by frag
mentary technical installations. It would be
horrible to think that half of mankind may
perhaps be the victims of a gigantic hoax,
not to say a monstrous swindle.

Without going as far as that, how can one
fail to wonder what is the condition of
thinking men, and what they are thinking
about, in more than half the world's area,
where modem techniques are sweeping the
board, reducing whole cultures to the
vestigial state and failing to replace them by
anything coherent, save only arbitrary con
straints?

o CE AGAIN I THOUGHT of these things as I
read a letter from a young teacher, in
Indonesia, that country which is not a
country and which Herbert Liithy recently
described in Encounter (December 1965) as
having "the prodigious panoply of a
modem State superimposed on a country
regressing towards a subsistence economy."

This " superimposition" reflects the
presence of an overstuffed bureaucracy,
mainly Javanese, whose orders are to unify
some three thousand islands and two
hundred languages by the sheer force of

PIE R R E E M M A U EL'S article,
which appeared in Reforme, Paris, 20
November 1965, has been translated by
Denis Moore.

PIERRE
EMMANUEL

syncretic catchwords, a hotch-potch of all
ideologies. Compulsory schooling, at once
efficient and restricted, universally distri
butes this glossary of key-terms in a
" national tongue" that is itself synthetic
and in perpetual gestation, "enriched" in
ten years by hundreds and thousands of new
expressions borrowed from almost all the
languages of the world or tirelessly invented
by Dr. Sukamo. Literacy advances while
the "national" culture wilts, the classical
heritage having been lost together with the
languages on which it was based.

On the other hand, magic terms coined
from combined abbreviations are eroding
men's brains to the point of obsession.
Constantly repeated and added to in the
official claptrap of speeches, the radio, the
press and the schools, they are the subject
of the everlasting glosses which, in this
unhappy country, constitute the essence of
" thought." As a few examples among
thousands, we may quote the Manichaean
terms Nefo (New Emerging Forces), Oldejo
(Old Established Forces), Nasakom (Nation
alism - Religion - Communism), N ekolim
(Neo-colonialism - imperialism), Manipol
(Political manifesto), antek-antek (Imperia
list lackey). All these are highly charged
emotionally, and their effect is that of a
continual brain-washing which bears the
(equally magic) name of operasi efisiensi, an
eloquent euphemism translatable as " Opera
tion Mental Readjustment."

IN SUCH A CLIMATE, what can be done by a
young teacher in one of the sixty un
equipped and bookless universities which
mass-produce "intellectuals" only barely
capable of reading the official propaganda?
The living conditions offered him, writes my
correspondent, are " unbelievably hopeless."
His university teacher's salary allows him to
subsist for about ten days a month; the cost
of specialist books, almost all foreign, is
quite beyond his reach. He mentions an
English work which he uses as a textbook
for his students, and which costs eleven
thousand rupiahs, whereas a professor's pay
varies between twenty and fifty thousand.

As for books published in Indonesia, they
are mainly law manuals or works of "in
doctrination." Translated textbooks are
unreadable because of the poor quality of
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the translators, who are underpaid for their
work. The paper shortage, printing delays
(manuscripts may stay with a publisher for
years), the machinations of the censors, who
may have to be bought several times over,
as much for permission to obtain a paper
allocation as to avoid the accusation of
showing " imperialist and bourgeois
tendencies," all combine to make publishing
a hazardous undertaking.

" Unless drastic measures are taken soon,
the rising generation will be driven into an
intellectual life that is barbarian, if indeed
the words 'intellectual life' still have any
meaning in such conditions." This prospect,
says my young Indonesian teacher, can be
offset by the fact that clandestine intellectual
activity takes place in open-air discussion
groups whose tactics are to criticise the
official line by adopting, as far as possible,
the jargon used in official reasoning itself.
Unfortunately these concepts and thought
patterns leave little room for manoeuvre,
especially as the young intellectuals who take
part in such study-groups are themselves in
the grip of uncouth reasoning processes
dominated by immediate necessities and
passionate prejudices and reflected in the
confused terminology employed.

The most striking feature of my corres
pondent's letter is the impression he gives
of an Indonesia imprisoned in a system of
myths where the best minds seek, and seek
in vain, the foundations of a reasonable
political life and a national identity hitherto
totally lacking. From within this mythology
the rest of the world appears disfigured and
distorted in a manner wholly at variance
with the real image.

INDONESIAN THOUGHT IS FOLDED BACK
upon itself, desperately striving to prove its
own values, but without criteria, without
traditions, with no hold on reality. There
is no common measure between it and the
Western spirit, whose extreme complexity
and richness of substance are still intact
(though I use the word "still" with some
reservations). It is understandable that
Manichaen zeal should rage in such an
atmosphere. Communist and anti-com
munist fanatics, equally redoubtable and
equally stupefying, give vent to their feel
ings in a spate of crazy words that have no
connexion, not only with ideological
Marxism, but even with any sort of
" national" policy.

For my part, I shall begin to believe in
progress only when nations, old and young,
have learnt the bitter lessons of the present
chaos and there is a new diversity of worlds
and intelligences. Yet I cannot but feel
drawn to those minds, so near and at the
same time so far away, who are engulfed,
perhaps even sacrificed, in the anonymous
immensity of numbers, and who, armed with
concepts borrowed from the West, struggle
desperately on, hoping that the dawning
light of reason will allow them to find their
bearings in the dark seas through which they
thrash. tt
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Words
Words
Words

CHINUA ACHEBE'S NOVEL A Man of the People
(Heinemann) was turned out in time for the
coup which ended Nigeria's First Republic, but
not for The New African's March book pages.
Nevertheless, ISIDORE OKPEWHO had time to
read it and give his view:
" We find vividly recounted in Achebe's latest
novel those sad socio-political phenomena
which anyone acquainted with the facts can
easily recognise: it is so topical and so prophetic
that reading the last few pages I could hardly
help intoning, 'Well, ·what do you know.'
Perhaps that is just what denies the novel much
of the satirical merit with which the blurb
credits it: insert just the name of the State,
which Achebe omits, and what you get is
the hardly-noticeable effect of 'an electric-light
bulb being switched on in "a daylight room.
Odili Samalu's account of crooks, corruption
and conflict in this unnamed Mrican indepen
dent state has plenty of wit and vitriol to
scatter on everything and anyone that has any
thing to do with his hated adversary 
the villain Chief Nanga - on whom he" seeks
revenge. Rather in the manner of Horace's
satirical bull with hay on its horns, everything
and everybody gets it - from a rape of con
tracts and a traffic in political allegiance to
unabashed thuggery and ubiquitous ~ericans

with ever-ready wares of propaganda and sex."

•

England's perennial humorous weekly, for the
first "literary expression of his views" since
his illegal seizure of power in Southern Rhodesia.
He raises as many laughs as the South African
Digest but never reaches the level of farce
achieved by Portugal's colonial propagandists,
except perhaps in his characterisation of the
leaders of fonner British colonies in Africa who
have led their people to independence as "men
whose crimes ·against humanity are far worse
than anything conceived by the beasts of
Belsen." Perhaps the pathetic sham of Smith's
"loyal rebellion" is best shown, as Punch
points out, by the fact that Smith's letter
reached Punch safely under pre-unI stamps,
the GPO having threatened to charge double
postage on all letters delivered in England with
Smith's " independence" stamps on them.
" Makes all that Prime Ministerial writing paper
seem a little less impressive," Punch commented.

•
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS (268 new titles July
to December 1965) and Longmans Green (170)
{the big three is completed by the fast-growing
Pergamon (216)) are also the biggest publishers
of books about Africa. Longmans have three
major African books due in their 1966 non
fiction list: Uhuru and Hero-Worship by
Professor AH Mazrui of Makerere, which sets
out to provide an introduction to political theory
for Mrica; John Mbiti, theologian, also of

Inkululeko

Makerere, on Concepts of God in Africa; a~d

Kenneth Kaunda's letters to the Rev. Colin
Morris, A Humanist in Africa. OUP's major
works in this period seem more preoccupied
with the colonial period and its after-effects:
David C. Gordon's The Passing of French
Algeria, Dennis Austin's Britain in South Africa,
and Margery Perham's African Outline, "a
progress report on Africa ... now that the move
out of Mrica is almost complete in the coun
tries north of the Zambezi" (which could have
been better put).

•
IT IS RARE to read anything new about race,
nationality, and culture in this era of conflict
in a shrinking world. There has been a surfeit
of discussion on the question of "immigrants,"
that is, Africans and Asians living in England.
Arguments freshly presented, if not new, are in
an essay called "The Modem Hep! Hep !
Hep !" which puts the case for nationalism as
a necessary hindrance against "the degrading
of the moral status of society by a too rapid
defacement of national traditions and customs".
brought about by the fusion of races, 'which,
the writer points out, can take place either
quickly or slowly, but can never be stopped.
Not surprisingly, the essay is mostly about
Jewish rather than West Indian or Pakistani
immigrants, since it was written by George'
Eliot (yes, under that wildly improbable title)
in 1879. •

M .

"TO ACHEBE'S COMPATRIOTS all this isn't
new. [Okpewho continues] What bothers me
most is our continuing experiment in the use
of language. Mphahlele, Modisane and Maimane
would doubtless have had much less to say
about what Nkosi (in Home and Exile) calls
the 'idyllic 'and pastoral' character of Nigerian
literature - particularly fiction - if the wealth
of material had been matched by ·an equally
effective and pertinent use of the English
language. Rather we are given an unwholesome
exercise in a literal rendering of local idiom
that only succeeds in producing a flat and
uninspiring style. But I am happy to note that
Achebe, more than many an Mrican novelist
is already demonstrating a genuinely deep feel
ing for words - individual words - and is
gradually leaving behind the notion that imagery
can only be achieved by deliberately ·working
towards and around a parable or by making even
the smallest child speak like a sage at curious
moments - a notion as old as the day the
first moustache showed itself in our land. I am
confident that Achebe is pretty well on the
way to becoming a literary giant by any stand
ards."

•
WITH RARE PROPRIETY, lan Smith chose Punch,
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The first two chapters of this
Xhosa classic, translated by
Collingwood August, were
published in the January 1966
issue. The concluding chapters
will appear in April

Twin, son of Cause-to-rejoice, has come
to the Great Place of the King, Hintsa to
complain that his twin brother, They-are
two, is usurping his place as heir. They
are-two replies, first dismissing the claim
and later, when Twin stays silent, volun
teering that they had changed round their
positions when boys but that this was a
childish thing. T hey-are-two, asked if this
is the basis of his claim, says it \was merely
a confirmation of his seniority at birth. He
does not explain further and the midwives
who delivered the twins are called ...

SAMUEL ED'VARD KRU E MQHAYI,
great Xhosa poet, historian translator,
biographer and journalist, was born in
the Ciskei, South Africa, in 1875, educa
ted at Centane and Lovedale, became a
teacher and public figure in East London,
Cape Province, later retiring to the coun
try. He 'Wrote for early Xhosa newspa
pers, Izwi laBantu and Imvo zaba-

tsundu, published many books and be
came revered among all Xhosa-speaking
people of South Africa as their " poet of
the nation" . He died in 1945. I tyala
lamaWele was originally published in
Xhosa by the Lovedale Press in 1914.

THE MIDWIVES HAVI JG ARRIVED, Daliwe
a man of the Hegebes, a Thembu, trod slow
I with cross-examination. He turned to
Teyase asking her hether she was the one
who had delivered Cause-to-rejoice's wife of
the twins. She agreed; and she answered
she was together with Yiliwe and that
everal more questions to this effect, saying

Yiliwe could corroborate all her evidence.
"This woman first felt her labour pain

on a Tuesday at da n," said Te ase "b r

the time the sun came out one twin had
shown its hand. I immediatel took a spear
and amputated the last joint of its finger,
the little finger. As soon as I had done that
the hand disappeared. At the coming out
of the un on Wednesday this twin hich
we say is the elder appeared."

"This They-are-two here then?" asked
Mxhuma.
"This The -are-two - e looked for the
amputated finger in vain."

III
EVIDE CE OF THE ID IVES

Teyase then took up her story again,
"Then it came to pass that in the real
day, when the co s were going out to graze,
just after the mid-morning milking, the
second twin wa born, the one which we
say is the younger."
cc That is the complainant then? '
cc That is Twin here. He appeared indeed
with an amputated finger."
cc What did the women say about this?"
" What could they say, onl being happ
at the birth of a human being?"
cc 0, I mean which did they say the elder
was, or did they leave the matter as it was?"
cc Yes, there was some slight altercation,
some saying the elder is this, others sa ing
it is that."
" What finally happened so that the women
should stop that argument?"

"I remonstrated sa ing what did the
J

think they were doing arguing with the
children of my children when the da on
which they could answer for themselves
had not yet arrived, what were they presag
ing?"
" Is that all, then?"
" s, to my knowledge."

Daliwe then turned to Yiliwe asking
hether these things ere as her mother

was sa ring. iliwe ans ered that it as
exact! so.

Teyase was asked which other elderl
woman \vas present at the confinement. She
said it as Singis a. Singis a as called.
Asked her knowledge about the da s of the
birth of these twins, she carried on in th
same vein as had Teyase. It was then said
these women could leave the court.

IV
THE CASE IS SE T TO THE

REVIEWERS

AT THIS STAGE THE EARS OF THE m n
appeared to be getting opened. There was a
murmuring among the men and it became
evident that some were saying of a reality
Twin as the elder, and others were sa ing
that the matter of the amputated finger was
of no consequence.

When the court became a little more
calm, Pacify-the-world, a Jwara, stood up
and said, "There is another word which
comes from Mxhuma, a word which says
'Has this home been taken out of mourn
ing? ' "

At this stage there was a profound silence
and it became evident that the men were
directing themselves to the depths of think
ing. Sparrows, a man of the Khwemtes,
now arose, and said, "The death of this
citizen happened at about the troubles of
the Mfecane."

It then appeared that this home had
never been brought out of mourning be
cause of the unsettled nature of the times;
ho ever the citizen's death had been re
ported at the Great Place.

At this stage the King asked of Twin
what had impelled him to bring the matter
to law. In reply Twin said, " It is because,
My Lord, I am perturbed because the child
of my father, They-are-two, and I do no
longer look at one another; and, as a con
sequence, matters become a problem. I
therefore thought I should bring the matter
to my home here so that it should be un
ravelled for us."

The King: "Did you discuss the matter
at any time with They-are-two, did you
remind him about the day of the nkwili,
and did you show him the amputated finger
whose amputation you received before he
received his?"
Twin: {( All that, My Lord, I have tried
but to 10 avail. M y eventually galloping
to the headman is because I had brought
these matters to my brother, but even at
the headman's place I did not receive any
proper directive."
The King: "The judgement of Smalldoor,
in what respect do you despise it, my son?"
Twin: & This matter is like this, My Lord,
in my opinion: You yourself are nat the
person to remove the cobwebs in the path
of a SUbject; it is the subject Vvho is the
person to precede you and remove the
cobwebs from your path. Why is it then
that when my subject removes the cob
webs from my path we get into such a
quandary?

"The hand, I showed in order that I
should receive our custom* first. I ask, My
Lord, why is it that the law should be in
a quandary? The day we were circumcised,
I was circumcised first, which goes to add
that I am the elder."

Smalldoor turned to They-are-two want
ing to know whether this matter of the
circumcision was as Twin said it was. They-

* The amputation of the first joint of the finger.
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are-two admitted this, saying the wardens
of the initiation school had made a mistake.

" What is all this?" exclaimed Smalldoor
covering himself in his kaross.

The councillors now jogged one another
saying, "Ask, so-and-so," "Cross exam
ine, so-and-so." But, no, there was none with
any questions. Again at this stage Ndlom
bose took the matter up and said, "The
time for narration* is this, 0 heroes.
The time that needs the old men of the
nation is this. We do not wish to 'hurt
either of these children; they are ours 
we have given birth to them - given birth
- given birth."

Because the sun was now disappearing,
the people were sent on their way to go to
their homes, but to return on the following
day. The older men did not go home but
slept at the Great Place. This matter of
the young men pervaded all conversations,
making them warm. The discussions leaned
heavily towards Ndlombose's opinion that
this matter be referred to the old men of
the nation, in case it had some precedent.

Slowly the discussions veered. to the
opinion that certain men be sent to Nqabara
to the son of Majeke, Khulile by name, a
man of the Qwambis, to bring him to the
Great Place.

The councillors thought of Khulile for it
was his father Majeke, who himself had
lived to a very great age, and had resolved
matters for the Great Place when the
insti1tution of the House of the Right Hand
first came into being in the time of Phalo.
Majeke himself had to be brought from
Nqabara.

The morrow having come, the people
converged on the Great Place like a s\varm
of young locusts. The courtyard became a
seething mass of redness, as everyone
wanted to hear with his own ears the
falling of the judgement, for this matter
had become a conversation-in-the-mouth in
all the districts.

As soon as the sun began to get warm
the King's skin appeared with a young man
and he himself soon followed. The court was
heard, " A! Zanzolo!" The Most Beautiful
responded softly and sat down. The King
had hardly sat down when Story wanned
up the proceedings by asking at what point
the court had adjourned the previous day.

* of precedents.

Sonti briefly recapitulated the previous
day's proceedings. Sonti, now, is the
youngest son of Mxhuma, they are sons of
At-the-stones, a Qhinebe.

When Sonti had finished, the owners
of the case were asked where Cause-to-re
joice had died. They agreed together that
he died at Vulweni during the Mfecane
aggression. After a few small questions by
the courtiers it was found that nothing
important could be discussed that day ex
cept this matter of Majeke which \vas re
ferred to the people by Mxhuma, the son
of At-the-stones, saying, "Indeed, people
of the home of Khawuba, you know, it is
known by you, that the affairs of this home
are not conducted without conscientiousness.
They are dug deep into, until the root
appears, the root itself is dug till it gives out
and only then do we catch at straws in the
open countryside for lack of other recourse.
The sons of Cause-to-rejoice have woken us
up with the stakes to the gate of the cattle
kraal* in a matter about which \ve are
found naked. They have therefore aroused
the Great Place to look into this matter
to see whether there is anyone who can
resolve it."

Story then added to these words address
ing the courtiers, and mentioning Majeke as
a man known at the place of Phalo, Majeke,
although no longer present himself, it was
now his sons who were elders.

Three men were chosen to go to Majeke's
home at Nqabara-Malinga Oldman, a
Nzothwa; Mxhuma At-the-Stones, a Qhine
be; and Smalldoor Buffalo, a Khwemte.
Riding animals were harnessed for them
and they were given two young men, Sigadi
and Feel-the-malevolence.

At that time it was when the moon was
a loaf of bread. It was then said the people
should wait in expectation; they would be
called at the waxing of the following moon.
This \vas done to make sure Khilile would
have had an opportunity to rest, for he
was already an old man, and also time to
consider the matter.

As the courtiers were rising to go home,
Bhukwana, the son of In-the-sun, the
young re brother of Ndlombose, and
Ntakwenda, a poet - though not the Poet
Laureate - recited,

* early, i.e. when the stakes are removed to let
the cattle out for the day.

" And eventually, I sa\v a problem of a
case.

It dawned, we spoke, it dawned we talked.
How many bulls are there now in this

home of Phalo?
Did we not say there is none other it is

Hintsa?
There shall be nothing come out of

Nqabara."
When this man said so, none of the men

left, they simply stood and fed their ears.
In the middle of this there was heard

a commotion from among the phalanx of
men. And it was Ndlombose. He is not
angry, he is already going beserk. He is
angry with his younger brother over the
words he is speaking; he already has a fight
ing stick in his hand and the other men
are frantically stopping him. All that can be
heard is his saying, "Why is it that while
the family of Cause-to-rejoice is litigating
among itself, there should be silly busy
bodies standing on a hill-top and finding
cause for mockery? Nohaji*! This little
thing, what does it think it is?"

Bhukawana apologised to his brother
immediately and the matter ended there.

The people went home.

V
THE l\IESSENGERS AT NQABARA

THE MESSENGERS "VENT ON THEIR WAY
like that from the Great Place.

The day was calm, crickets were making
their noise and the sparrows were sparrow
ing! the nqilost were preceding the travel
lers who, on seeing this, gave thanks to
Qamata, the Almighty for their journey
to which He had obviously given his bless
ings.

They slept at Qwaninga at the home of a
minor chief who administered quite a large
area. They were welcomed with great
hospitality and a beast was killed for them.
And this matter on which they were journey
ing had already been heard. The people
of Qwaninga tried to get news out of the
travellers who, however, were not commu
nicative, maintaining that such a time was

* Swearing by his mother.
t a bird (St. Christopher, as it were) which pre

cedes travellers rising and dipping ahead of
them - this augers a successful journey.



not a time for news. They were told that
news of the case had reached Qwaninga and
the general opinion sided with Smalldoor's
judgement.

They slept two days here. They passed
on the dawn of the third morning, and
arrived at Majeke's place at Nqabara during
the evening of the rabbits. Here they were
given a hut and they slept. No news was
asked of them until the second day, however
the honour due to them they were given in
a large manner.

When they introduced themselves, Khulile
knew them, together with their fathers and
grandfathers about whom he told them
stories, for the gentleman is easy-going, and
furthermore this oldmanhood of his you
would not easily detect, for the gentleman
is handsome, he is strong, and for hearing,
he hears and for seeing he sees. A decrepit
is his younger brother, Giant.

Finally on the third day in the morning
of the day, the sons of Majeke gathered
themselves together with their sons and their
grandsons who also were already mature
men, to hear the news of the gentlemen
from the Great Place. Thanguthangu,
Majeke's youngest son started to ask the
visitors where they came from.

Mxhuma, the son of At-the-stones nar
rated the why and wherefore of the visit,
with the help of his colleagues when he
tended to get lost.

A few unimportant questions were then
asked and the matter was allowed to rest.
The sons of Majeke however asked why this
should pose a problem since the evidence
seemed to point in one direction. They
were, however, themselves saying that in
these days people believe that a person is
created twice, but a person is created only
once: that person which he is in childhood,
he also is in his growing old.

The gentlemen from the Great Place
w:re asked whether they would approve if
this matter that had brought them here
were communicated to the Great Place of
the local minor chief. They agreed, adding
that what is wanted back home is the truth
of .this matter. Its being discussed in calm,
unInvolved places, like Nqabara, is what
might bring out the truth.

At this time there was already much
talk at Nqabara here when it became known
that there were men who had come from
the very middle of the hearth. Furthermore

this matter had caused concern even among
those who were not twins. Furthermore the
news of this matter had already been broad
cast here causing warm arguments on
both sides. Furthermore the people of
Nqabara donated milch cows. to the gentle
men from the Great Place, so that they
should milk into their calabashes during
the term of their visit.

The people found it their duty to do so,
not because Khulile did not have food to
feed these lords; although, in fact, the sons
of Majeke had not many cattle.

The great men of this place were de
lighted. They spoke and broadcast and
poured out their opinions concerning this
case. Finally their chief called a meeting
to tell the people that the son of Majeke
had been called to the Great Place con
cerning this matter and that matter. But
there was no answer; only the ears were
being caused to hear, the chief was thanked
and that was the end of that matter.

At this stage the people held a dance.
When a beast had been killed, the leg

that is on top left with these gentlemen;
and while there, they were given the best
part of the breast.

All this while that the messengers are not
present, the case is standing on its feet at
home. This one spoke that while that one
spoke this; some went about the hillsides
giving judgement on the case, some wanted
to know what it was that the messengers had
gone to look for at the place of Majeke.
Is it Majeke now who has become Hintsa at
Khawuta's place? They wanted to know.

As for the daughters of Cause-to-rejoice,
they were causing their own hubbub. The
eldest (who is before the twins) and the
youngest were talking about Twin, a person
who is keeping the people of this home,
who has a generous hand with the daughters
of this home and with visitors, a person who
cares for the walking property of the
home. They said They-are-two was the
dancer of the nation, a thing that will
chase a social occasion however far away it
may be.

The middle daughter who comes after the
twins is standing by They-are-two. She
says, " As he is the elder, he is the elder.
Even if it is Majeke himself, he will not
overthrow Smalldoor's judgement. And
over and above that there are many ne'er
do-wells in their own homes who neverthe
less are elders. Why is it that her father's
child is made to enter into disputes, and
why do people cross rivers that have names
because of him?"

At the great place the men, when talking
among themselves would give judgement
only in their hearts when they came to
the matter of the circumcision knife, with
out uttering a word with their mouths. And
again when they came to Twin's word
which says a subject rerpoves the cobwebs
for his lord, the councillors would run short
of truths. It was like that then at home
while the messengers to Nqabara were not
present.

On the tenth day the mesengers became
perturbed saying that it was some time since
they had left home and did not know what
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was happening there by this time. They
were not delayed much longer but were
asked to sleep this one night.

The daily gathering of the men of
Nqabara had now been held at Majeke's
place these days when there would be
conversation and exchange of experience.
These men had brought happiness with
them and their hosts were sad to hear that
they were leaving the following day.

At one stage Khulile had wanted to hand
over his opinion to the messengers, however,
these men refused completely to accept
this. And indeed at the following dawn
the men of the Great Place took up their
arms, harnessed their riding animals, and
filled their calabashes. Khulile left with his
younger brother's son named Makhunzi.
Their chief sent them on the way with
a young man named Gqari.

When they were leaving the village, leav
ing it in the middle of a great multitude
of people, By-him the son of Zekela, the
poet of Nqabara, was heard saying:

" Go then son of Majeke and return well;
Your father was called on the yesterday
and had no fault.
You are his son, have no disgrace.
How beautiful your riding animal is,
It disgraces not those of the Great Place.
I say go thing of Majeke, we let you,
Knotted-stick of Tokazi's home
Go and enter that Place, it is your home
That at. ".r is shaken,
Your equals here have long left you,
That is why you are a dry skin
That is why we ask of you the where
from of the nation
Go with the fortune of your home
Go with Qamata of the nation.

Ncincilili "
The men, however, went on their way

as if not hearing. Again they slept at
Qwaninga. It was as if the village had
been called with a trumpet to come and
see these men of the Great Place and in no
time the chief's courtyard was like the
sun and mist with the people. An ox was
slaughtered and its meat was eaten the
night through. And all the men were happy.
And there was singing and clapping of
hands and there was dancing until the night
went by.

But since the messengers had been given
their own hut they soon went to sleep about
the middle of the night. However, their
hosts caused the day to dawn; and when it
had already dawned they continued to stay
around 'at the Great Place.

And when it dawned the community of
Qwaninga would not allow the visitors to
go on their way. The whole day long the
men exchanged experiences in the court
yard; and the grass-dishes* made an un
ending procession for the land was good.
The conversation ranged widely from
questions by 'the men of Qwaninga to the
men of the Great Place about new devel
opments in the country; to general talk
about those parts of the country that were
still favourable to the rearing of cattle;
to oxen of certain villages that were famous

* carrying food for the travellers



he received first; the third, he bought th
eldership with an nkwili while yet a boy'
the fourth, he was circumcised first on th
day they got circumcised; the fifth, h·
home, with all its property is being care I

for by him.
Defendant said that all this matte

spoken by the son of his father is nonse .
and mere disputation; he is the elder, fo
he appeared first, a thing which is a cu
tom from the beginning of the beginning.'.

Today the daughters of the home we
called to give evidence regarding the·
being cared for by these their brothers
their mother also was present and wa
asked some questions. Phakiwe, the claughtei
who had been on the side of They-are- ,
asking why her father's child was bein'
caused to enter disputes, when asked abou
who looked after them, agreed with
other daughters that indeed complainant
looked after them, for They-are-two " is not
a person of substance, he does not deny us
things, as he has nothing to deny us."

The court then asked complainant wha
are the things this They-are-two does so
that there is an obstacle to the progress of
the matters of the home. Complainant
enumerated three cows that at various times,
went out to various people for no known
reason. He enumerated the feast of the
initiation ceremony of her sister, Nozici, at
which They-are-two refused completely to
give out the share of the people of other
villages. He enumerated the event of the
driving away of the men who were their
paternal uncles who had come on the matter
of the rehabilitation of the home after the
man who was their father had been'
damaged, and how these men had been
driven away even to the present day. ;

His mother also corroborated this evi
dence. Defendant also admitted these
matters, albeit coming to them sideways
attempting to defend himself. The two.
daughters, when the matter was directed to
them, spoke at great length and enumerated
even the most insignificant details.

At this stage the owners of the case were
ordered to leave the court. And indeed they.
left, going some distance from it. e

[To be concluded

The people of the Great Place wanted to
know how old he was, this Khulile. From
his appearance it was estimated that he was
before Khawuta, Hintsa's father; but there
were still many of Khawuta's age among
the people - Khulile said that he was
circumcised at the same time as Phalo 
- his years of manhood alone being a
hundred and a ten and some odd years.

The days went by until they were three,
K'hulile having arrived at the Great Place
without a meeting being called; however
a special committee had revealed to Khulile
all the details regarding this case and the
Most Beautiful had bitten the ear with
Khulile.

On the fourth day, exactly at the pre
arranged time of the breaking of the moon,
the minor stewards of the Great Place were
sent off to call the community together,
and the community was to pass on the
message to the ends of the country. Indeed
it became so; for all the people wished to
hear the end of this case. And it was said
that on the third day the men should be
present.

It happened on the second day that all
the community was already breaking one
another here at the Great Place, and it
was as though this was a wedding, for those
who came from far came on their riding
animals carrying calabashes. By the time
the sun was leaving the mountain on that
day everybody was present at the Great
Place. And the men were without humour,
not even looking at each other with beauti
ful eyes; the poets silent; the great thing
was smoking, and the tobacco smoke was
so thick that the Great Place seemed to
be on fire.

As the Most Beautiful was already
present it became obvious that the law
should progress. The evidence was again
extracted from both twins who went on as
before; again they were questioned and
cross-examined as before.

And complainant was saying he is the
elder on these grounds: the first, tradition
ally the subject goes ahead of the king to
remove the webs of the spiders from the
path of the king; the second, the custom
of amputating the last joint of the finger

VI

KHULILE AT THE GREAT PLACE
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as racers; and to asking the travellers for
advice regarding the training of wives and
families.

On the morrow the men of the Great
Place went on their way with Khulile. And
along the way they went meeting other
travellers along the way who asked them
their where-from. And the majority knew
these men without asking, for the whole
country was already filled with the news
of this case of the twins. And so they
went to arrive at the Great Place in the
early evening; they arrived being well,
happy, and refreshed by this journey.

* so close were they.

WHEN THESE M~N ARRIVED they were put
together all in one hut, the messengers and
the grey heads of Nqabara. Many dishes
went to the hut for it was assumed that
the travellers were hungry. Some of the
more eminent councillors spent the greater
pan of the night here until Mxhuma re
monstrated saying the elderly men are
drowsy, for they had not slept a wink
since leaving Nqabara. Indeed between
Mxhuma and the men of Nqabara no wind
penetrated.*

The morrow 'haVing dawned it was as if
the nation had been called with a trumpet
to come to the Great Place, although this
was not yet the day of the meeting. But each
person had come just to see this Khulile of
Nqabara. And as the day grew the Great
Place simply became red.

And this son of Majeke whom they had
come to see was easy-going, very charming
in conversation, and knowing people. And
this gentleman was a singer, a poet, and the
healing power was in him for he was a
herbalist - but not a clairvoyant. These
are things he impressed the people of the
Great Place with, this Khulile, for they had
expected a decrepit old man no longer
seeing, no longer hearing, no longer doing
anything but sleep and dream.
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